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The Tobacco Factory 
   In 1993 the architect George Ferguson - later Bristol’s first directly elected Mayor - 
bought one of the last remaining units of the once vast Imperial Tobacco Factory complex 
in the  Southville & Bedminster (BS3) area of Bristol. He determined to save a fine building 
from demolition and to redevelop it as an experiment in mixed use. There would be 
offices, apartments, studios, a bar and a restaurant, and the first floor would be given over 
to performance. The result was to spearhead the redefinition and revival of a rundown area 
of the city, left largely without purpose after Imperial Tobacco moved their operations 
further out of the city in 1986. The theatre, as the performance space became (a jazz venue 
had also been mooted), would become a key ingredient and offer one of many examples 
across the world of arts-led regeneration.  

There would be ample room for a 200-300 seater auditorium, a large and light foyer, a 
dressing-room or two, a technical office and a rehearsal room. There was an interesting 
floor - a patchwork of floorboards, red tiles and areas of concrete - the remaining witnesses 
to how the space had been partitioned up by Imperial Tobacco. On the downside were the 
low ceiling and the structural iron pillars that run up through the four floors of the building. 

 
The unconverted space in 1998 

The streets outside were quiet at night, only pizza delivery scooters threatening to break 
the imaginative world of the theatre; two decades on sound-proofing copes well with the 
noise of a busy high street well stocked with coffee shops and restaurants, as well as the 
Factory’s own very popular bar. The transformation has been sudden and complete. 

A Shakespeare Company 
It was for Show of Strength, Bristol’s new writing company, to be the pioneers. In 1998 
when the Factory was still a dusty and unheated building site, it moved its annual autumn 
series of four plays there from its city centre venue in Broadmead. I saw the first of these 
productions and knew immediately that I wanted to follow Show of Strength in with a 
series of Shakespeare seasons in the spring. This would fulfil an ambition I had conceived 
decades before, but had really bitten since I had begun to direct Shakespeare text exercises 
at the Bristol Old Vic Theatre School in the 1990s. Shakespeare sans frills in a found space 
I had found immensely satisfying. The Factory could hardly be more different from the 
Theatre School, where I had worked in daylight in long, double rooms with bay windows 
and rather grand fireplaces. Now I would have blacked-out windows, a freezing cold space 
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and a minimum of four cast iron pillars to pitch the work around. As a hangover from those 
long rooms at the Theatre School I advertised my enthusiasm for the traverse1 stage - 
intending to relegate the four pillars to the first rows of the audience on either side - but 
soon abandoned it, moving to in-the-round, or more precisely, in-the-rectangle. The space 
would never provide a perfect round, even when refurbished in 2013, and we made 
frequent use of large doors or gates at one end of what is an irregular space, one I preferred 
to the relative anonymity of the perfect round, where there is no distinction between the 
three or four entrances, where the space itself has no character.  

The company would be an experiment. It would be a commercial, not a subsidised, 
venture. I had become concerned with the mounting cost of subsidy; the proliferation of 
management required by the targets and criteria set by both local and national funders. I 
believed this cost was bearing heavily on actors, whose contraction in employment 
seemed to be in inverse proportion to management inflation.  

My confidence that I could set the clock back, in a very minor way and for a very specific 
purpose, was based on my certainty that there was a large potential audience for studio 
Shakespeare, one that would allow me to commit the smallest possible percentage of 
expenditure to administration and publicity; an ambition the company would realise 
consistently for eighteen years, with salaried management never exceeding three, while the 
company of actors was to average eighteen.  

The other key factor was the Factory itself. George Ferguson was generous in setting a low 
rent; the space was large and flexible, rough-edged and characterful, and Show of Strength 
had proved it could work as a theatre. It would be an adventure for both company and 
audience.  

So, in the spring and summer of 1999 I issued a prospectus for a commercial company, 
setting a minimum investment of £500. Almost entirely through personal contacts, money 
began to come in. Eventually, about thirty investors supplied the capital which, when the 
company converted to a charity in 2004, would be repaid to them in full. There were to be 
no dividends, but complimentary tickets, 1st Night receptions and Annual Reports. 

The space-within-the-space would be intimate without being poky, making for 
Shakespeare in close-up, but not with a cast of only four, five or six, but ‘full cast‘ 
productions with no member of the audience sitting more than twenty feet away. There 
would be no rhetorical booming, but Shakespeare spoken ‘trippingly on the tongue’, as the 
great man required, by intelligent actors who understood what they were saying. Many of 
them would come from among the best graduates of my classes at the Theatre School, 
some from my many other ports of call as an actor and director over three decades; others 
would just turn up. I determined to avoid the modern ‘creative team’ programme credit for 
director, designer, composer etc, which occasionally includes the technical and stage 
management but never the uncreative actors; the work would be a true collaboration and 
no individuals’ names other than the author’s would appear on Alan Coveney’s flyers and 
posters. 

And pay? As in so many fringe ventures it would be very low, but there would be no 
hierarchy in that respect, no division between management, actor and stage manager; 
hardship would be shared equally, a practice that with only very minor variations would 
survive. Improving the company wage, year by year, would be a prime objective. We 

 
1 A traverse stage has the audience on two, opposite, sides. 
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would never be in a position to work on a standard Equity contract, but relations with the 
union would be good, our situation and practice understood and informally approved.  

Hundreds of actors, technicians, designers, administrators, trustees and volunteers would 
come to work for the company; perhaps six hundred in total over the twenty-two years. 
Here I list the casts and production teams, play by play, and all other contributors in the 
Addendum at the end. I owe them all my heartfelt thanks, not least George Ferguson for 
allowing me a space to create a Shakespeare company; my wife, Diana Favell, without 
whose practical, moral and financial support I could never have started or sustained a new 
company; and my associate, Dominic Power, who worked cheerfully and creatively with 
me throughout my eighteen years as Artistic Director.  

For those eighteen years we were to play a ten, twelve or thirteen-week, two-play season 
from early February to late April or early May, the majority of the company being involved 
in both productions, giving many of the younger actors and technicians their first 
experience of the old repertory routine of playing one show at night and rehearsing its 
successor during the day. In time we would staff the productions according to repertory 
convention, with a stage management team usually of three, though the old, strict 
boundaries would be softened, actors speeding the changes by shifting furniture and stage 
managers occasionally in costume to fill out the plays’ worlds. We would be restricted to 
four weeks’ rehearsal for the first play and five, on a shorter day, for the second. It would 
never seem enough, always a race to the first night, but the work would be well received; 
in 2001 Jeremy Kingston in The Times called us ‘one of the most exciting theatre 
companies in the land’; in 2005 Lyn Gardner of The Guardian added ‘one of the great 
tellers of Shakespeare’ and in 2013 Susannah Clapp in The Observer dubbed us ‘the 
Shakespearean powerhouse’. 

Here, year by year, is how the company developed …

The Commercial Company, 1999-2004 

1999 
Diana Favell and I meet George Ferguson for the first time at the Factory. He is genially 
incredulous at our ambition but agrees to rent the space very cheaply in the spring of 2000. 
I title the company ‘Shakespeare at the Tobacco Factory’, something of a mouthful but 
accurate to what will be in the tin and where it will be found. I write a five-year Business 
Plan, a private limited company is formed and a number of unpaid Directors appointed: 
Neville Boundy, Bristol priest and trustee of the Royal Shakespeare Company; Mick Escott, 
chartered accountant working in arts administration; Tom Espiner, actor; Diana Favell, 
artist & stage manager; Caroline Harrington, one-time NT actress, and lately ‘Archers’ 
script-writer; Dominic Power, playwright; James Wilson, playwright & novelist; and myself. 
Caroline and Mick were to serve on the Boards of both commercial company and charity, 
Caroline as Chair from 2008-2016, and Mick as the head of the Finance sub-committee. 

The aim was to raise a starting capital of £30,000. This would allow first season pay - a 
single company wage, no exceptions - to be set at £200 per week. By the standards of 
normal life this was extremely low, but rather more than in much fringe theatre. Using a 
network of contacts we made a good start, but by the late autumn we had raised only 
£19,000 and the Board met to consider whether to postpone the first season or to set an 
even lower company wage. It was decided the season would go ahead, paying a weekly 
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advance against profit-share of only £150. We appointed Helen Palmer, looking to move 
from maths teaching to the Arts, as our first Administrator, and I began to cast a season of 
King Lear and A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Stephanie Cole agreed to launch the project 
to the press, which she would do with great aplomb in the foyer space at the Factory early 
in the new year.    

2000 
It was a challenge to find and organise volunteers to run the front of house and the bar, do 
all the publicity, take the bookings (my own mobile phone was the first booking system - 
reservations only, no credit card facility) as well as constructing the space within the space. 
We borrowed seats and lighting equipment from Show of Strength; our first commercial 
sponsor, Stage Electrics, lent us more lighting; we were given more seats by RADA and a 
particularly generous sound set-up by Blitz. This was all hugely positive, but in personnel 
terms we would discover, often very painfully, that we were under-resourced, 
overstretched in the office (our spare bedroom) and in technical management. The 
unforeseen seemed to be a daily occurrence, and almost always unwelcome; on two 
occasions overwork threatened resignations that could have spelt disaster. But members of 
the Board - and, when they had time away from rehearsal, the actors - rallied round and 
we muddled through to a huge success.  

King Lear 

Cordelia: Lucy Black   France: Mark Buffery   Cornwall: Peter Clifford   Oswald: David Collins   
Edgar: Stuart Crossman   Captain: Chris Donnelly   Edmund: Cameron Fitch   Knight: Brian 
Knight   Burgundy: John Mackay   Albany: Dan Maxwell   Kent: Jonathan Nibbs   Gloucester: 
John Nicholas   Fool: Paul Nicholson   Lear: Roland Oliver   Regan: Saskia Portway   Goneril: 
Dee Sadler 

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: James Helps   Composer: John Telfer   Lighting Designer: 
Andy Collins   Fight Directors: Kate Waters & Tim Klotz   Production Manager: Simon Airey  
Stage Managers: Geoff Milbank & Jacqui Swann 

Roland Oliver as Lear with John Mackay & Mark Buffery Photo © Alan Moore 
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 “one of the finest productions of Shakespeare - or any other playwright for that matter - 
seen in Bristol in years” - Toby O’Connor Morse, The Independent  

On Wednesday 9th February 2000 we opened with one of the greatest plays in the canon. 
James Helps had designed a large doorway for one end of the traverse stage, and at the 
other hung a life-size portrait of Lear. A huge map of Britain to lay across the chessboard 
floor (garden tiles in red and grey), a throne, a chair or two and a couple of army stretchers 
sufficed for the rest of the design. 

We had rehearsed from January 10th in the freezing-cold space, warmed only by multiple 
layers of clothing and the closest proximity one could contrive to two large radiant heaters. 
Friends in the audience would claim - perhaps rather fancifully, but perhaps not - that they 
could tell from the blocking2 where those heaters had stood.  

We had almost no pre-bookings and early audiences were tiny. On February 15th the cast 
of fifteen played to an audience of only twelve. Our investment cash was almost spent and 
we were heading for the cliff edge at speed. But two days later The Independent devoted 
almost half a page to Toby O’Connor Morse’s enthusiastic review, and in the following 
days The Daily Express and Venue chimed in. Bookings rocketed and by the end of Lear’s 
5-week run, we were turning people away. 

A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

Hermia: Lucy Black   Theseus & Oberon: Mark Buffery  Quince: Peter Clifford   1st Fairy: 
David Collins   Demetrius: Stuart Crossman   Puck: Chris Donnelly  Lysander: Cameron Fitch   
Changeling Child: James Hilton & Sophie Maxwell   Snug: Brian Knight   Flute: John Mackay   
Snout: Jonathan Nibbs   Starveling: Paul Nicholson   Bottom: Roland Oliver   Helena: Saskia 
Portway   Hippolyta & Titania: Dee Sadler    

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designers: James Helps & Wendy Tomlinson   Music: John Telfer   
Lighting: Andy Collins   Choreography: Kay Zimmerman  Stage Managers: Geoff Milbank & 
Jacqui Swann 

 “a brilliantly clear, beautifully simple production … so fresh and unforced” 
Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

A Midsummer Night’s Dream followed quickly, opening only four days after the last Lear. 
In time, we would take five days to launch the second production, but never lose a full 
week of performances mid-season.  

Again, the press reception was superb. Paul Taylor’s account in The Independent exactly 
expressed my ambition:  

   ‘The audience sits on three sides of a longish pillar-lined acting area on pews where you’re 
allowed to balance a drink rather than a hymn book. As well as enclosing the action, you 
have a rich sense of being enclosed by it. There’s something inherently charged and magical 
and bonding about gathering in an impromptu space-within-a-space, and Hilton exploits this 
feature to the full at the haunting finale. As Mark Buffery’s Oberon lays his blessing on the 
darkened human household, the whole cast swarms in carrying lighted tapers in an 
engulfing, firefly vision of benign other-worldly protectiveness.’  

Lucy Black, Peter Clifford, David Collins, Chris Donnelly, John Mackay, Jonathan Nibbs, 
Paul Nicholson, Roland Oliver, and Saskia Portway were to form the kernel of the 
company for several seasons, creating a tradition of unselfish, detailed and true 
performances that would carry through the whole period, and garner repeated praise in the 

 
2 Theatre-speak for the choreography of the scenes. 
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national press. In 2003 Susannah Clapp was to remark in The Observer: ‘Shakespeare 
productions which both swell and whisper, which are full of stars but free of celebrities’ 
and Lyn Gardner in The Guardian chimed in with ‘a group of actors who make acting 
seem as simple as drinking a glass of water.’  

The Courtiers watch ‘Pyramus & Thisbe’ Photo © Alan Moore 

King Lear played to 3,586 people and A Midsummer Night’s Dream to 4,208, an overall 
percentage of 58.5% against our forecast of 65%. But having budgeted to lose more than 
£6,000 of our capital, we lost only £2,500. And having tied our profit-share promise, not to 
actual profit, but to any improvement on budget, we were able to distribute the equivalent 
of an extra £45 pw, bringing the weekly total to only £5 short of our original £200 pw 
target. Despite our commercial status, we had benefited from gifts totalling over £3,000 
and, while expenditure exceeded forecasts, income predictions had also proved 
underestimates; we made about twice what we had predicted from the bar, and significant 
sums from programme and art sales3 that hadn’t appeared in my forecasts at all. We also 
benefited hugely from delaying VAT registration until the last moment (late in March 
2001), thereby retaining several thousand pounds I had grumpily earmarked for Gordon 
Brown.  

Backstage, what we set up for the season worked well until Lear was in performance and 
the Dream in rehearsal. The demands on a small team then escalated massively, but we 
were unable to address the problem effectively because - as it was then perceived - the 
money was not available. We were also brought face to face with the fact that the 
workloads and working methods that Diana and I had been accustomed to in repertory 
theatre twenty years before were now virtually unknown. 

 
3 Diana Favell curated foyer art exhibitions, work based on the chosen plays, from 2000 to 2016. 
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The theatre continued to be developed, and the facilities it offered and problems it posed 
changed by the month. We opened King Lear without the heating that had been scheduled 
(the week before, Transco had arrived to make the final connection with the wrong fitting) 
but we muddled through for two weeks with hired space heaters. The heating was then 
switched on and worked a treat. The next problem - lack of ventilation - became apparent 
as soon as the mild weather struck. From fridge to sauna in ten short weeks.  

But no problem could detract from what was a marvellous building to work in. The 
rehearsal space was superb and the huge foyer full of potential. The stage space worked 
well, even if not in quite the way I had imagined. As soon as we had a full house for Lear 
we realised the ‘traverse’ was too narrow - it looked like a corridor to all except those 
sitting on the front rows - and it could only be widened by the loss of about 30 seats. This 
James Helps and I made good by presenting the Dream to a three-sided audience, a good 
solution for that play, but we knew it would be all the more important to exploit the 
available space to the utmost, with raked seating units better suited to it. 

2001 
We now have a small office on the ground floor of the Factory. Briar Monro, a New 
Zealander resident in Bristol, is appointed Administrator for the second season, and joined 
by Alix Abram as Box Office Manager. Helen Palmer, who had discovered an extraordinary 
talent for cajoling national critics to make the trip from London, takes on a new title, ‘Media 
Liaison’. June Burrough joins the Board of Directors and is elected Chair.  

I programme Measure for Measure and Coriolanus, both to be performed in-the-round. We 
now take credit card bookings and increase our audience by 50%. 

One day in our new office during the run-up to the season I opened the single piece of 
mail to discover a letter of thanks for the previous season and a cheque for £10,000 
towards the next. It was an extraordinary, unforgettable moment. The power of plainly told 
Shakespeare to move, to enrich our experience - that gift spoke volumes, and was an 
auspicious prequel to Season 2. Some considered my play choice a bold one, Coriolanus 
having a rather off-putting reputation, being widely and mistakenly regarded as political 
rather than passionate. Which was why I scheduled it second, in the hope that the 
audience for the better-known play would feel confident enough to return for the lesser-
known. That many of them did not - Measure for Measure played to about 6,500, 
Coriolanus to only 4,800 - taught us that earning audience trust would be a longer game.  

Press response to both plays was deeply gratifying. Phrases like ‘the acting is crystal’ (The 
Guardian) and ‘their achievement is thrilling’ (The Times) are the stuff of actors’ and 
directors’ dreams. And the season won the ‘Up-and-Coming Theatre’ category in the 
annual Peter Brook - Empty Space Awards in London. 

Measure for Measure 

Isabella: Lucy Black   Overdone: Carol Brannan   Duke Vincentio: Peter Clifford   Froth & 
Barnadine: David Collins   Claudio: Stuart Crossman   Pompey: Chris Donnelly   Lucio: 
Cameron Fitch   Angelo: John Mackay   Provost: Jonathan Nibbs   Elbow & Abhorson: Paul 
Nicholson   Escalus: Robert Pheby   Mariana: Saskia Portway   Servant: Tom Rogers   Friar 
Peter: Gyuri Sarossy   Juliet: Rebecca Smart   Officer: Nick Wilkes         

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Andrea Montag   Composer: John Telfer   Lighting 
Designer: Paul Towson  Production Manager: Dan Danson  Stage Managers: Samantha 
Portlock, Esther Last & Mim Spencer  
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“luminous performances, producing forceful, distinctly articulated Shakespeare” 
Susannah Clapp, The Observer 

Measure for Measure, which we staged in Jacobean costume, met with a huge variety of 
response, though predominantly favourable. John Mackay (Angelo), who had made his mark 
as Flute in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and both Peter Clifford (the Duke) and Lucy Black 
(Isabella, pictured here) in their intensity and precision further defined the company’s 
unactorish style. Though my decision to stage the midnight tryst between Angelo and 
Isabella - largely to prove that the idea that a man 
could have sex with a woman while believing her 
to be another is far from incredible - did provoke 
some criticism, no reference was made by 
reviewers to the entirely new scene, some fifty 
lines long, that my associate, Dominic Power, 
added to the play. This was a first meeting 
between the Duke and Mariana, placed midway 
through the first half. We thought it good 
dramaturgy to set up the Mariana story earlier than 
her Act 4 introduction in the Folio, as well as to 
expand on the nature of her failed relationship 
with Angelo. That those fifty lines went 
unremarked was the best compliment to the writer 
and the actors for weaving it so seamlessly into 
Shakespeare’s text.                     Photo © Alan Moore 
 
Coriolanus 

Virgilia: Lucy Black   Volumnia: Carol Brannan   Cominius: Mark Buffery   Young Marcius: 
James Collett & James Hilton   Sicinius: David Collins   Titus Larcius: Stuart Crossman   
Aufidius: Cameron Fitch   Brutus: Jonathan Nibbs   Menenius: Paul Nicholson   Valeria: Saskia 
Portway   Coriolanus: Gyuri Sarossy   Senators, Soldiers, Citizens: James Anderson, Peter 
Clifford, Chris Donnelly, John Mackay, Robert Pheby, Samantha Portlock, Tom Rogers, Nick 
Wilkes    

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Andrea Montag   Composer: Elizabeth Purnell   Sound 
Designer: Dan Jones   Lighting Designer: Paul Towson   Fight Director: Kate Waters  
Production Manager: Dan Danson  Stage Managers: Samantha Portlock, Esther Last & Mim 
Spencer   

‘yet another outstanding production; anyone who misses it is a fool and a scullion’ 
Toby O’Connor Morse, The Independent 

‘a company of 18 actors, vocally strong, and with interesting faces too, always revealed as 
individuals in the crowd scenes - not a hint of rhubarb in their responses - and their achievement is 

thrilling’ - Jeremy Kingston, The Times 

‘Gyuri Sarossy is a boyishly athletic Coriolanus, an oik-bashing toff of the old school who turns on 
his native Rome …  in the end, a total mummy's boy’ 

Robert Gore-Langton, The Daily Express 

I asked Andrea Montag to design this play in the Jacobean period and that is what we took 
into the first week of rehearsal. But then I asked if it could be updated to the eighteenth 
century. Eighteenth century classicism is a stronger reference than Jacobean; it is part of 
our image of the age; and the eighteenth century English were as in awe of Rome as the 
Jacobeans were.  
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Gyuri Sarossy as Caius Marcius & Mark Buffery as Cominius. Photo © Alan Moore 

Though there were some dissenting voices (‘where were the togas?’, wrote one aggrieved 
patron), this updating worked wonderfully well, making the crucial republican element in 
the society of the play sing out loud and clear. 

We had again budgeted to lose money, and we did - though just over £6,000 against my 
£10,750 forecast. But pre-season ambitions to raise £20,000 in Business Sponsorship pre-
season were disappointed - we raised only about £5,000 - and as a consequence we had 
again to revise the proposed weekly pay rate; this time down from a flat £200 to an 
advance of £180 against the eventual profitshare. The final figure earned was in the area of 
£195 pw, almost identical to the first year’s. We were no prouder of it than we were then 
and remained determined to improve on it at the first opportunity. 

2002  

Alix Sherman, who as Alix Abram was our Box Office Manager in 2001, is our new 
Administrator. The season pairs The Winter’s Tale with Twelfth Night. 

We budget on 75% capacity and achieve over 85%. With a few more seats and more  
matinees sales reach 15,500. Profit-share pay climbs to £250 per week. Helen Palmer adds 
The Daily Telegraph, The Sunday Times and The Independent on Sunday to her list of 
‘hits’. We launch a Schools Workshops Programme under the direction of Tom Sherman. 

The Factory’s first floor is now divided into the theatre space and a College - the Centre For 
Voice - so the separate rehearsal space is lost to the theatre. And our 2001 Production 
Manager, Dan Danson, is now Venue Director, heading a separate non-profit making 
company. Shakespeare at the Tobacco Factory is recognised as a ‘resident company’ with 
security of tenure for the period of the five-year plan. This initiates a lasting confusion in the 
public’s mind between the ‘Tobacco Factory’ and ‘Shakespeare at the Tobacco Factory’. 

In November New Theatre Quarterly publishes a long appreciation of the company by 
George W. Brandt: ‘Finite Resources, Infinite Dedication’. 
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The Winter’s Tale 

Paulina: Zoë Aldrich   Prison Keeper & Time: James Anderson   Emilia & Dorcas: Lucy Black   
Polixenes: Peter Clifford   Camillo: David Collins   Autolycus & Guard: Chris Donnelly   Lady & 
Mopsa: Esther Ruth Elliott   Florizel & Mariner: Tom Espiner   Mamillius: James Hilton or Felix 
Lehane   Hermione & Perdita: Lisa Kay   Leontes: John Mackay   Dion: Alex MacLaren   
Antigonus: Jonathan Nibbs   Archidamus & Old Shepherd: Paul Nicholson   Cleomenes: Mark 
Puddle   Young Shepherd & Lord: Tom Sherman   Cerimon: Ed Sinclair 

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Andrea Montag   Assistant Designer: Ruth Hall   Composer: 
John Telfer   Lighting Designer: Paul Towson   Choreographer: Kay Zimmerman  Production 
Manager: Clive Stevenson  Stage Managers: Hilary Balmond & Pauline Skidmore 

‘a masterpiece … flawless … the kind of achingly good, attitude-changing drama, which, in years to 
come, will undoubtedly be regarded as a landmark production’ - Tom Phillips, Venue 

John Mackay as Leontes. Photo © Alan Moore 

‘Seething with suppressed ferocity, John Mackay’s portrayal of Leontes’s descent into madness is 
positively explosive’ - Tom Phillips, Venue 

For a second time in our short life we moved a Shakespeare play from its original period to 
a much later one. We placed the sixteen-year span of The Winter’s Tale between 1890 and 
1906, reflecting the shift from the late Victorian stuffed shirt to the freer Edwardian line. 
This had its incidental problems. It was instructive to realise how accustomed we are in the 
theatre to see even fabulously wealthy Elizabethans in just one costume - for day and night, 
for home and away, for summer and winter; our image of the Elizabethan ‘look’ is so 
uninformed, so generalised. Not so with 1890. There is evening wear, morning wear, 
domestic, formal and travel wear, all of which can define time, place and activity more 
eloquently than any number of textual references. Thus - in a play that already involves 
disguisings and the need to make vivid the sixteen year gap - we found we were 
committing ourselves to the most enormous costume bill and leaving the actors to do battle 
for dressing-room space with their own wardrobes.  
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Twelfth Night 

Maria: Zoë Aldrich   Captain: James Anderson   Olivia: Lucy Black   Antonio: Peter Clifford   
Malvolio: David Collins   Viola: Esther Ruth Elliott   Orsino: Tom Espiner   Aguecheek: John 
Mackay   Feste: Jonathan Nibbs   Valentine: Paul Nicholson  Belch: Roland Oliver   Sebastian: 
Mark Puddle   Curio: Tom Sherman    

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Andrea Montag   Assistant Designer: Ruth Hall   Composer: 
Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting Designer: Paul Towson   Choreographer: Kay Zimmerman   Fight 
Director: Kate Waters  Production Manager: Clive Stevenson  Stage Managers: Hilary Balmond 
& Pauline Skidmore  Lutenists: Matthew Nisbet & Scott Baker  

‘an intimate, non-traditional theatre space that makes you feel the story is being told directly to you, 
wherever you are sitting … Every emotion seems magnified, particularly in this production, in which 

laughter and tears mingle and the losers as much as the lovers take centre stage’                                        
Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

‘Against this simplicity the emotional journeys of the characters lie open to our eyes, beautifully 
revealed in Esther Ruth Elliott’s Viola’ - Jeremy Kingston, The Times 

Tom Espiner as Orsino & Esther Ruth Elliott as Viola. Photo © Alan Moore 

With Twelfth Night we returned to 1600, placing it firmly in late Elizabethan England and 
identifying Orsino as an archetypal Renaissance prince - soldier, lover and scholar. 

We were delighted that at a ceremony at the National Theatre the following year, Lucy 
Black received a commendation in the Ian Charleson Awards 4  - the first of many 
commendations stf actors were to receive - for her radiant performance as Olivia. 

 
4 The Ian Charleson Awards are run annually by the Sunday Times and National Theatre. They commemorate 
the life of an outstanding actor who died of Aids at the age of 40. Ian is best remembered as Eric Liddell in 
Chariots of Fire, and as Sky Masterson in Guys and Dolls and the title role in Hamlet at the National Theatre. 
Given annually, the awards recognise outstanding achievements in classical roles by actors under 30. 
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2003 
Alix Sherman and I are now on year-round contracts. I programme Troilus & Cressida and 
As You Like It, on the strength of which London’s Barbican Theatre invites the company to 
take its 2004 season to the Pit Theatre for a five-week run. The audience tops 16,000. 

In the autumn, at an SGM of the company’s investors, it is decided to pursue charitable 
status. The lawyers TLT and accountants Baker Tilley generously agree to donate their time 
and expertise. 

Troilus & Cressida 

Thersites: Jamie Ballard   Pandarus: Ian Barritt   Hector: Mark Buffery   Prologue & Calchas: 
Peter Clifford   Diomedes: Chris Donnelly   Patroclus: Mark Hesketh   Cassandra: Amanda 
Horlock   Priam: Eric Jay   Cressida: Lisa Kay   Ulysses: John Mackay   Menelaus: Alex 
MacLaren   Troilus: Joseph Mawle   Aeneas: Jonathan Nibbs   Agamemnon: John Nicholas   
Nestor: Paul Nicholson   Helen & Andromache: Saskia Portway   Ajax: Tom Sherman   
Achilles: Alistair Simpson   Servant: Richard Stephenson   Paris: Rupert Ward-Lewis   
Helenus & Margarelon: Dan Winter 

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Andrea Montag   Composer: Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting 
Designer: Paul Towson   Fight Director: Kate Waters  Production Manager: Clive Stevenson  
Stage Managers: Amy Bull & Christian Wallace  Musicians: Vicci Burke, Saskia Portway, Matt 
Sibley & Richard Stephenson  

Joseph Mawle as Troilus & Lisa Kay as Cressida. Photo © Alan Moore 

‘a tough, eloquently paced and intellectually searching production ... Joseph Mawle plays 
Troilus as a tense, wiry young bruiser who tries hard, in public, to hide his innocence: his 
losing it is the story of the play. Lisa Kay plays Cressida as a gently voluptuous girl with a 

sense of humour and playful innocence. Her losing it is also the story of the play’ 
John Peter, The Sunday Times 
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‘it is the women, particularly Cressida, who pay the price. She, beautifully realised by Lisa 
Kay, may be a little fool, in thrall to the idea of romantic love, but she is a mere pawn. The 
way she is received into the Greek camp falls far short of a gang bang, but it feels as if you 

are watching one.’ Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

I was pleased with the notion of dressing the action at the beginning of the twentieth 
century. While avoiding specific 1st World War references, it made the feel of a lengthy, 
futile and frequently stalemated war eloquently accessible.  

We were indebted to the Fenton Arts Trust for a gift that enabled us to assemble a huge 
cast of 22, plus two musicians. The single dressing-room overflowed and mirror rotas were 
applied. 

As You Like It 

Le Beau & William: Jamie Ballard   Frederick: Peter Clifford   Lord: Mark Hesketh   Phebe: 
Amanda Horlock   Adam: Eric Jay   Audrey: Lisa Kay   Jaques: John Mackay   Oliver: Alex 
MacLaren   Silvius: Joseph Mawle   Amiens: Jonathan Nibbs   Senior: John Nicholas   Corin: 
Paul Nicholson   Touchstone: David Plimmer   Rosalind: Saskia Portway   Charles, Lord & de 
Boys: Tom Sherman   Celia: Rebecca Smart   Orlando: Rupert Ward-Lewis   Dennis & Lord: 
Dan Winter 

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Andrea Montag   Composer: John Telfer   Lighting 
Designer: Paul Towson   Fight Director: Kate Waters   Choreographer: Philippa Waite  
Production Manager: Clive Stevenson  Stage Managers: Amy Bull & Christian Wallace  

Rebecca Smart as Celia, Saskia Portway as Rosalind & Rupert Ward-Lewis as Orlando. Photo © Alan 
Moore 

In a parallel decision to the one we took for Coriolanus, Andrea Montag and I moved this 
play to the mid eighteenth century, feeling that pastoral images from eighteenth century 
classicism in art would once again strike more chords than those from the earlier period.  
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 ‘the kind of simplicity that is the mark of sophistication and intelligence ... Saskia Portway is a 
real princess, proud and poised, grave and moody, with a sense of humour that is both playful 

and self-deprecating, but which can also explode in fiery sarcasm’ 
John Peter, The Sunday Times 

I was extremely proud of both productions and, as always, full of admiration for the actors’ 
and technical teams’ commitment and achievement. They had grown as individual artists 
and as an ensemble over the four years and well deserved their chance to show their work 
in London the following year. But we would be without John Mackay; Michael Boyd saw 
his remarkable Jaques in As You Like It and invited him to join the RSC. 
  

2004 - A First Non-Shakespeare 

I programme Macbeth and Thomas Middleton & William Rowley’s The Changeling for the 
new Factory season and the autumn transfer to the Barbican Pit, which will be our first 
London outing. Ironically, perhaps, Macbeth earns us our first lukewarm reviews in the 
national press. The Changeling is better received but, at the Factory, sees a fall-off in 
audience.  

The company cuts a CD, entitled ‘When the Red Blood Reigns’, of songs and incidental 
music from the first five seasons, composed by Elizabeth Purnell and John Telfer. 

At the end of the year the Company Wage is set at £270 pw for the 2005 Season.  

Macbeth 

Lady Macbeth & Witch: Zoë Aldrich   Donalbain: Jamie Ballard   Ross: David Collins   
Young Siward: Richard Corgan   Sergeant: Chris Donnelly   Malcolm: Tom Espiner   Young 
Macduff: James Hilton or Michael Smith   Fleance: Felix Lehane, Sophie Maxwell or Ben 
Scobie   Menteith: Alex MacLaren   Porter: Roland Oliver    Macduff: Jonathan Nibbs   
Duncan: John Nicholas   Siward: Paul Nicholson   Lady Macduff & Witch: Saskia Portway   
Macbeth: Gyuri Sarossy   Lenox: Tom Sherman   Witch & Gentlewoman: Rebecca Smart   
Cawdor & Seyton: Matthew Thomas   Young Siward & Servant: Ben Tolley   Banquo: Rupert 
Ward-Lewis   Angus: Dan Winter 

Director: Andrew Hilton  Set Designers: Andrea Montag (Tobacco Factory), Vicki Cowan-
Ostersen (The Pit)   Costume Designer: Andrea Montag    Lighting Designer: Paul Towson   
Composer & Sound Designer: Elizabeth Purnell   Fight Director: Kate Waters  Production 
Managers: Clive Stevenson & Adam Carreé  Stage Managers: Christian Wallace, Hazel 
Doherty & Pauline Skidmore  Musicians: Lu Jeffrey & Juliet McCarthy 

‘Just as a picture-restorer strips away centuries of dirt and nicotine to reveal the glowing 
colours of the original work underneath, so the director Andrew Hilton picks away the 

fancies and fetishes that are so often attached to Shakespeare, to leave a freshly minted text, 
set on a neutral backdrop of directorial restraint and craftsmanlike acting’ 

Toby O’Connor morse, The Independent 

 ‘In Gyuri Sarossy's performance you see a decent man corrupted, a man who struggles 
before evil gets the upper hand ... Sarossy's Macbeth isn't a man who just snuffs out the 

stars, he suffocates his own humanity’ - Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

This is a strong, clear production, but it never makes you shiver with the terror that is 
inscribed in every line of the play. Gyuri Sarossy is a handsome, athletic Macbeth, with a 

frank, almost boyish look, who seems hunted but not haunted. Zoë Aldrich’s Lady Macbeth 
is as English as summer pudding: a stately, peachy blonde, genteel and gracious. You could 

see her being painted by Romney, with rosy children about her feet.                                
John Peter, The Sunday Times 
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We had our problems with this most difficult of plays and the result, at least in the early 
performances, was ponderous - a fault we were able to address to some degree during the 
course of the Bristol run, but more completely for the Barbican season. On the whole the 
critics continued to echo John Peter’s reservations, but I was pleased with the production in 
its final state, with Gyuri and Zoë’s performances and the whole ensemble.     

 

The Macbeths reunited after the battle. Photo © Alan Moore 

Because of the five-week extension we could afford, for the first time, to have many of the 
plainly Jacobean costumes designed and made. Part of the cost would be met by the 
makers, Bristol Costume Services, who would retain them after the Barbican run and add 
them to their hire stock, a pattern that would be repeated in later seasons.  

The Changeling 

Diaphanta: Zoë Aldrich   Antonio: Jamie Ballard   Alibius: David Collins   Lollio: Chris 
Donnelly Tomazo: Alex MacLaren   Vermandero: Roland Oliver    Jasperino: Jonathan Nibbs   
Beatrice-Joanna: Saskia Portway   Franciscus: Gyuri Sarossy   Alonzo: Tom Sherman   
Isabella: Rebecca Smart   De Flores: Matthew Thomas   Servant & Officer: Ben Tolley   
Alsemero: Rupert Ward-Lewis   Pedro: Dan Winter 

Director: Andrew Hilton  Set Designers: Andrea Montag (Tobacco Factory), Vicki Cowan-
Ostersen (The Pit)   Costume Designer: Andrea Montag    Lighting Designer: Paul Towson   
Composer: John Telfer   Sound Designer: Dan Jones   Fight Director: Kate Waters  
Production Managers: Clive Stevenson & Adam Carrée  Stage Managers: Christian Wallace, 
Hazel Doherty & Pauline Skidmore  

‘a production of great power and persuasion’ - Paul Taylor, The Independent 

‘you get, as if newly minted, the free-floating madness of Middleton and Rowley’s play’  
Susannah Clapp, The Observer 

‘Saskia Portway convincingly traces Beatrice-Joanna’s terrifying journey from love to murder’ 
Fiona Mountford, The Evening Standard 
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Dominic Power and I had long planned to come up with a version of this play that would 
fulfil the potential the Bedlam scenes had for illuminating the superbly conceived story of 
Beatrice-Joanna, Alsemero and De Flores. In the event Dominic produced a version that 
succeeded quite brilliantly and deserves to become a theatre standard. Rowley’s madhouse 

Rupert Ward-Lewis as Alsemero and Saskia Portway as Beatrice-Joanna Photo © Graham Wyles 

became more real, more disturbing and yet more funny; and far more apposite to 
Middleton’s work in the main plot than any amount of production could have teased from 
an unamended text. And Dominic’s totally new scene - a duel scene between Antonio and 
Franciscus - not only followed through a crucial storyline that Middleton and Rowley 
abandoned in mid-play, but brought the two plots triumphantly together at the 
dénouement. It also sported the play’s best joke.  

Despite the excellent reviews in the national press the audience percentage for this 
production fell dramatically from Macbeth’s 98% to only 67% - the lowest percentage for 
any of our productions since our first season.  

The Plays at the Barbican  

It was an exciting prospect to transpose the two productions to a different space and we 
took full advantage of it. The deep thrust stage we chose looked very well in the Pit and the 
Barbican staff were delighted to see the theatre used that way after some years of an 
unchanging front-on format. 

Both productions played to almost capacity houses (over 96%), The Changeling here 
proving just as hot a ticket as Macbeth. They played in repertory and we were able to offer 
two Saturdays when they could both be seen in the day. 
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The New Charity, 2004-2021 
 

2005 - A First Chekhov 

A new company had taken over from the old on August 1st 2004, and the investors’ 
original investments had been returned to them in full. Most of them had returned the 
money as gifts, to become Members of the new charity.  

We can now claim GiftAid on donations and no longer have to raise VAT on ticket sales - a 
huge bonus. But we offer the relatively unknown Pericles, together with our first play from 
the modern era, Chekhov’s Three Sisters. Both productions are widely praised but the 
season as a whole sees a deficit of £25,000. Closure is considered but then averted by the 
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, which agrees to substantial financial support for two years, 
and by a generous gift from the Bristol Old Vic Theatre School. Charitable status has 
immediately proved a saviour. 

Pericles 

Thaisa: Lucy Black   Antiochus, Simonides & Pandar: Andrew Collins   Cleon: Stuart Crossman   
Cerimon: Paul Currier   Dionyza: Daisy Douglas   Bawd: Avril Elgar   Lychorida & Diana: 
Esther Ruth Elliott   Daughter & Marina: Catherine Hamilton   Lysimachus: Mark Hesketh   
Helicanus & Fisherman: Paul Nicholson   Gower: Roland Oliver   Pericles: Nathan Rimell   
Fisherman, Philemon & Boult: Jacob Dylan Thomas   Leonine: Dan Winter 

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Vicki Cowan-Ostersen   Composer: John Telfer   Lighting 
Designer: Paul Towson    Choreographer: Jonathan Howell   Sound Designer: Elizabeth 
Purnell  Production Manager: Adam Carrée  Stage Managers: Jayne Byrom & Eleanor Dixon 

 
Paul Nicholson as the Fisherman & Nathan Rimell as Pericles Photo © Graham Wyles

 ‘an evening bursting with life and the sweet and sour of all humanity’  
Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

‘a purity and delicacy of emotional shading that I have never previously encountered … you 
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are left feeling not just satisfied but blessed ... Nathan Rimell’s wonderfully winning Pericles 
errs in not trying to rescue the princess from the father’s incestuous clutches. Catherine 

Hamilton, an actress who has a great deal of the beauty and the moral weight of a young 
Wendy Hiller, hands him the written riddle with such eloquent, dignified pleading in her 

eyes that you wonder why the absconding hero thinks only of himself’                             
Paul Taylor, The Independent 

Omitted from the 1623 Folio, for centuries Pericles has been dismissed as minor, and only 
partly by Shakespeare. The use of a chorus is rare - Henry V is the only parallel - and the 
use of a real, medieval poet (John Gower) unprecedented. No other Shakespeare play has 
such an apparently loose, picaresque structure, provoking suspicions that many hands have 
been at work and that Shakespeare picked up the reins only in Act Three or Four, but 
Dominic and I felt no need for any major intervention and after working on it before and 
during rehearsal we found the play more and more of a whole, both structurally and 
thematically.  

Three Sisters 

Masha: Lucy Black   Kulygin: Andrew Collins   Andrey: Stuart Crossman   Vershinin: Paul 
Currier   Olga: Daisy Douglas   Anfisa: Avril Elgar   Natasha: Esther Ruth Elliott   Irina: 
Catherine Hamilton   Fedotik: Mark Hesketh   Ferapont: Paul Nicholson   Chebutykin: Roland 
Oliver   Solyony: Nathan Rimell   Tusenbach: Jacob Dylan Thomas   Rode: Dan Winter    

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Vicki Cowan-Ostersen   Composer & Sound Designer: 
Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting Designer: Paul Towson  Production Manager: Adam Carrée  Stage 
Managers: Jayne Byrom & Eleanor Dixon   Musicians: Joanna Espiner, Sarah Garraway, Helen 
Moody, Dan Starkey & Linda Sumpter  

 

Lucy Black as Masha, Catherine Hamilton as Irina & Daisy Douglas as Olga  Photo © Alan Moore 

‘I don’t think that I’ve ever seen a Three Sisters that is quite as funny, quite so gloriously 
human’  Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

‘Our tiresome old friend, the Russian soul, is mercifully absent, and Hilton gets the difficult 
balance between preposterous comedy and earnest brooding exactly right … Chekhov, who 
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fretted about Stanislavsky’s flamboyance, would have liked this hard, clear-eyed reading.’ -  
John Peter, The Sunday Times 

‘Immaculate, warmly-committed ensemble playing, shrewd and imaginative cross-casting 
[most of these actors were just as good in the recent magical Pericles] ... It strengthened my 

conviction that Three Sisters is the greatest play ever written.’ - Paul Taylor, The Independent 
 

From the free-flowing medieval worlds of Pericles we moved to the provincial exile of a 
single Russian family; to meals, furniture, newspapers, parties around the piano and marital 
intrigue.  

In our determination to approach Three Sisters with as much truthfulness and precision as 
we could muster, we were hugely aided by our chosen version of the text by the 
playwright, Nicholas Wright. In quite subtle ways Wright deliberately downplays the 
Russian context (without in any way denying it) so that we are not continually reminded 
that we are in a place foreign to us. And his language is - unlike so many translations of 
Chekhov - one that we hear as native and natural to the speakers. 

The production provoked a wave of congratulatory emails and saw exquisitely judged 
performances from all the cast. 

2006 - Crisis 
Alix Sherman had been on maternity leave in 2005, Sophie Jerrold stepping in as cover. 
Sophie now becomes General Manager, with Alix rejoining as part-time Finance Manager. 
We all have a crisis to manage. We begin a partnership with the University of Bristol Drama 
Department, a number of its students joining us for a few weeks each season, mainly as 
assistant stage managers, small-part actors or assistant directors. 

Despite good reviews, the first play of the season, Titus Andronicus, played to only 40% 
capacity, little more than half its budgeted target. Love’s Labour’s Lost fared better but not 
well enough to stave off almost immediate closure. We launched an urgent appeal for 
£25,000 through our mailing list and the local press and, astonishingly, within four weeks, 
received more than £48,000. We had no notion that so many people felt so strongly about 
us, that we mattered so much. 

Titus Andronicus 

Tamora: Lucy Black   Bassianus & Goth: Philip Buck   Saturninus: Paul Currier   Mutius & 
Sempronius: Craig Fuller   Alarbus & Emillius: Jonathan Gunning   Lavinia: Catherine Hamilton 
Young Lucius: James Hilton or Michael Smith   Quintus & Goth: Ben Ingles   Servant: Siobhan 
McMillan   Martius: Phil Mulryne   Marcus: Roland Oliver   Demetrius: Tom Sherman   
Chiron: Jacob Dylan Thomas   Lucius: Matthew Thomas   Tribune & Poor Man: Peter 
Townsend   Titus: Bill Wallis   Aaron: Leo Wringer 

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Vicki Cowan-Ostersen    Lighting Designer: Paul Towson   
Composer: John Telfer   Murders & amputations: Peter Clifford  Production Manager: 
Jonathan Yeoman  Stage Managers: Jayne Byrom, Eleanor Dixon & Adam Moore 

‘Watching Andrew Hilton's engrossing production, it is hard to understand why Shakespeare's play 
has been so neglected. True, it is a banquet of blood-letting, rape, murder and mutilation  … but the 
drama nevertheless has moments of great tragedy: Marcus’ discovery of his ravished and mutilated 

niece Lavinia, alone in the forest like a wounded doe, is full of pity and horror.’                             
Lyn Gardner, The Guardian  

‘Titus Andronicus, which went for two centuries without a full staging, is - well - flavour of the 
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month. Perhaps a new suspicion of empire has led to productions this spring by the Globe and the 
RSC. But first off is Andrew Hilton's always innovative Tobacco Factory … It'll be hard for the other 

imperial pie-eaters to match such intensity.’ - Susannah Clapp, The Observer 

 
Bill Wallis as Titus  Photo © Alan Moore 

A play famous for its ‘grand guignol’ excesses responded powerfully to restraint. We didn’t 
take the Peter Brook route and stylise the blood with red ribbons, but we saw no need to 
have it pumping and spurting across the stage, nor to go to elaborate lengths to make the 
deaths as graphically horrible as possible. 

Again, we chose an eigtheenth century setting, the violence contrasting markedly with the 
sophistication of the costuming and the order and elegance of John Telfer’s thoroughly 
Handelian score.  

Love’s Labours’ Lost 

Rosaline: Lucy Black   Dumaine: Philip Buck   Boyet: David Collins   Armado: Paul Currier   
Ferdinand: Jonathan Gunning   Katharine: Catherine Hamilton  Marcade: Andrew Hilton   
Moth: Eric Jay   Jacquenetta: Siobhan McMillan   Nathaniel: Jonathan Nibbs   Holofernes: 
Roland Oliver   Princess: Saskia Portway   Costard: Tom Sherman   Maria: Rebecca Smart   
Longaville: Jacob Dylan Thomas   Berowne: Matthew Thomas   Dull: Peter Townsend 

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Vicki Cowan-Ostersen    Lighting Designer: Paul Towson   
Composer: Elizabeth Purnell  Production Manager: Jonathan Yeoman  Stage Managers: Jayne 
Byrom, Eleanor Dixon & Adam Moore  Musicians: Saskia Portway & Kate Watt  

‘I have to confess that I've never seen a production of Love' s Labour's Lost that I've wholly 
enjoyed. Until now. … a meticulous attention to language pays dividends here in a production 

that has all the formality of an old-fashioned dance and all the soppy playfulness of first love … It 
is undoubtedly the case that this unsubsidised Bristol outfit offers the most consistent and 

enjoyable programme of Shakespeare in the country’ - Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 
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My nervousness in February 2006 had not been about Titus Andronicus but about Love’s 
Labour’s Lost. Its sophistication is intensely Elizabethan, and read in the wrong mood can 
seem merely an elaborate game; it would certainly seem so if Shakespeare had not so 
deftly and tellingly changed key towards the end. And it is enormously difficult to do, 
calling for eight young actors capable of coping with some of the most demanding rhyming 
verse in Shakespeare. It also features Holofernes, whose linguistic mystery tours have 
defeated many, and an intolerably pert young boy, Moth, Armado’s page, who requires the 
advanced acting skills that Shakespeare’s young professionals almost certainly could 
supply, but a 21st century education system does not encourage.  

 

Tom Sherman as Costard, Peter Townsend as Dull & Eric Jay as Moth  Photo © Alan Moore 

The cast made light of the first two difficulties, and for the third I persuaded Eric Jay, an 
octogenarian actor who had played Adam and Priam in our 2003 season to return as Moth, 
his excess decades becoming the most extreme signifier of Armado’s wilful fantasy. Here 
the updating to the France of Renoir and Degas was enormously useful. Shakespeare’s own 
audience would have recognised the deliberate medievalism of Armado’s pretension to be 
a wandering knight, but in Elizabethan productions in the modern theatre it rarely shows 
up in such clear relief. 

2007 - Back on Track 

Safer choices this year - Othello and Much Ado About Nothing. The season plays to 
approximately 98% overall, our best ever result and about as close to a complete sell-out 
as is practically possible. The company is astonished to find the company wage unilaterally 
increased during the course of the season from £300 to £370pw, backdated to the start of 
rehearsals.   

Meanwhile, the Tobacco Factory Arts Trust is undergoing a crisis; Dan Danson has 
resigned, and George Ferguson has found himself funding the Trust from his own pocket. 
We propose taking over the venue ourselves to revive that unjustly discredited beast, the 
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repertory company. George is attracted by the idea, but the Trust pulls itself together and 
appoints a new Director, Ali Robertson, who will over the decade of his tenure gain it core 
funding and make it a real force in the South West. 

Othello 

Bianca: Phoebe Beacham   Emilia: Lucy Black   Officer: Russell Bright   Cassio: Philip Buck   
Duke & Montano: Alan Coveney   Lodovico: Paul Currier   Iago: Chris Donnelly   Secretary & 
Officer: Nicholas Gadd   Officer & Soldier: Morgan Philpott   Desdemona: Saskia Portway   
Roderigo: Byron Mondahl   Brabantio: Paul Nicholson   Gratiano: John Walters   Othello: Leo 
Wringer 

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Chris Gylee    Lighting Designer: Paul Towson   
Composer & Sound Designer: Elizabeth Purnell   Fight Director: Kate Waters  Production 
Manager: Tim Hughes  Stage Managers: Jayne Byrom, Eleanor Dixon & Adam Moore 

‘Leo Wringer's Othello is a true revelation - a virile, shaven-headed warrior-poet … 
Desdemona has fallen for him and their intimacy is wonderfully unforced - until, that is, Iago 

sows a seed of hellish doubt as to her faithfulness ... the show's gripping strength is that it 
becomes a roller-coaster ride of tragic inevitability. The result is thrilling’  

Robert Gore-Langton, The Independent 

‘Leo Wringer is possibly the finest Othello I’ve ever seen; a noble, charismatic, profoundly 
civilised and eloquent man.  Indeed, this Othello has a magical way with words, which is one 

of the reasons Desdemona is bewitched by him.  But he is also easily seduced by them, 
which makes him vulnerable to the brain-washing tactics of Chris Donnelly’s exceptionally 

plausible Iago.’ - Georgina Brown, Mail on Sunday 

Chris Donnelly as Iago & Leo Wringer as Othello  Photo © Matt Jones 

Othello has long been a controversial piece, because of the race of the central character 
and the history of his casting. Fortunately the British theatre no longer requires white actors 
to ‘black up’ to make productions possible. We now have at least two generations of 
superb black leading actors vying for the part; and, even with our own constraints of 
geography and budget, I believe I could have cast the part impressively several times over. 
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And it is not a racist play; the unravelling of Othello’s personality is testament to the 
explosive and self-immolating power of jealousy in humanity at large, not - this is the 
accusation that has often been made - to an innate, racial propensity to it that lies hidden 
beneath a thin veneer of European civilisation and manners.  

 

Much Ado About Nothing 

Beatrice: Lucy Black   Borachio: Russell Bright  Ursula: Renu Brindle    Don Pedro: Philip 
Buck   Don John: Paul Currier   Iago: Chris Donnelly   Conrade: Nicholas Gadd   Margaret: 
Elinor Lawless    Claudio: Oliver le Sueur   Hero: Siobhan McMillan    Oatcake: Byron 
Mondahl   Antonio & Verges: Paul Nicholson   Balthasar & Seacoal: Morgan Philpott   Friar: 
Peter Townsend   Benedick: Jay Villiers   Dogberry: Bill Wallis   Leonato: John Walters    

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Chris Gylee    Lighting Designer: Paul Towson   
Composer & Sound Designer: Elizabeth Purnell   Choreographer: Jonathan Howell  
Production Manager: Tim Hughes  Stage Managers: Jayne Byrom, Eleanor Dixon & Adam 
Moore  Musicians: Morgan Philpott, Hazel Prior & Richard Stephenson 

‘another really cracking production … that plays out Shakespeare's battle of the sexes as a 
dance in which love, loss, love regained and love recognised are marked out with a mixture of 

quiet formality and giddiness’ - Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

‘In most productions, the darker passages are glossed over, but Hilton manages to reveal the 
two faces of this comedy, joy and pain, light and dark, making it much more than just a sunlit 

romp. As always the attention to the text, its rhythms and timing, is exemplary, and the 
casting has no weak spots, with a wry, dry Beatrice from Lucy Black, a refreshingly homespun 

Benedick from Jay Villiers, and a youthful, gullible Claudio from Oliver le Sueur’ 
 Helen Reid, Bristol Evening Post 

Jay Villiers as Benedick & Lucy Black as Beatrice Photo © Graham Burke  

Lucy Black and Jay Villiers managed the play’s wide tonal spectrum with wonderful 
assurance and I was pleased with the setting in 1930s Sicily. I had looked for a world in 
which Beatrice’s famous instruction to Benedick - ‘Kill Claudio!’ - could be both plausible 
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and shocking; that someone we had come to feel was extraordinarily like us could have 
such ready access to an idea as brutal and medieval as bloody revenge. The southern 
mediterranean before the second world war seemed to have this feel of being on the cusp 
between two worlds. And it proved a very comprehensible framework for the complex 
network of family, social and military relationships that the play enjoys.  

2008 - A First Guest Director 

Our ninth season sees our first production by a guest director: Jonathan Miller directs 
Hamlet. I kick off the season with The Taming of the Shrew and Hamlet follows with a six-
week run - later it has to be extended by a week. Both productions sell out and our 
audience total reaches almost 22,000. Once again the company wage is raised during the 
course of the season, now from £370pw to £420pw. 

June Burrough retires from the Board of Directors and Caroline Harrington replaces her as 
Chair. Later in the year James Wilson resigns and the Board sees three newcomers: Lesel 
Dawson (Senior Lecturer in English at the University of Bristol), James Taljaard (South West 
Head of Arts & Business) and Sue Wilson (Artistic Director of the Bristol Old Vic Theatre 
School). 

Thanks to support from the Lloyds TSB Foundation, the Ernest Cook Trust and a first 
contribution from Bristol City Council, we revive our ‘Factory Theatre’ workshops for 
young people, which we were forced to stop in 2004 when the initial funding ended.  

The Taming of the Shrew 

Hortensio: Philip Buck   Huntsman, Scrivener, Tailor & Vincentio: Alan Coveney   Tranio: 
Chris Donnelly   Nobleman & Nicholas: Nicholas Gadd   Lucentio: Oliver Le Sueur   Player & 
Biondello: Oliver Millingham   Huntsman, Priest & Merchant: Jonathan Nibbs   Gremio & 
Curtis: Paul Nicholson   Baptista: Roland Oliver   Kate: Saskia Portway   Hostess & Widow: 
Francesca Ryan   Bianca & Mannequin: Annabel Scholey   Grumio: Dan Starkey   Sly: Bill 
Wallis   Petruchio: Leo Wringer   

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Chris Gylee    Lighting Designer: Tim Streader   
Composer & Sound Designer: Dan Jones  Production Manager: Tim Hughes  Stage Managers: 
Jayne Byrom, Eleanor Dixon & Adam Moore 

 ‘Saskia Portway is a downright venomous Kate, who shuns any hint of cutesiness as she goes 
through the torments of hell at the hands of her unwanted bridegroom. Her exquisite last 
speech about the need for wifely subservience is delivered not with an ironic wink but a 

dazzling sincerity that has jaws dropping along every row. This Kate is touchingly released by 
the bonds of love.’ - Robert Gore-Langton, The Daily Mail 

Portway screeches truculently; Wringer mixes mischief and an edge of danger in his game-
playing. It is, ultimately, impossible to fathom what drives them to the accommodation they 
settle upon, but both find a new ease in themselves and a considerable erotic connection 

through it’ - Elizabeth Mahoney, The Guardian 

The Taming of the Shrew proved just as difficult as we expected, but parts of it polished up 
much better than memories of past productions suggested they would. In particular, the 
Prologue (the ‘Induction’) - often cut completely - in which a drunken tinker, Christopher 
Sly, is hoodwinked into believing himself a rich lord with a beautiful wife, and for whom 
the play of Katherina and Pertruchio is performed, we found a highly-wrought and almost 
Pirandellian experiment with a man’s sense of identity; cruel to a point, but ultimately 
redemptive; and profoundly class-based in an extraordinarily modern way. 
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Saskia Portway as Kate & Leo Wringer as Petruchio  Photo © Graham Burke  

We followed that up with an Epilogue which saw Sly waking on the cold ground where he 
had fallen in a drunken stupor the day before, to be brought slowly to reality - a new reality 
- by encounters with the same characters that had peopled the Induction: the Hostess, the 
Lord and his huntsmen, and the band of travelling players. One imagines that Shakespeare 
wrote, or intended to write something of the kind, but that it was lost or cut. Though 
referred to by one critic as ‘restored from an early quarto’, this was yet another piece of 
original writing by Dominic Power. 

Hamlet  

Hamlet: Jamie Ballard   Guildenstern: Russell Bright   Horatio: Philip Buck   1st Player: David 
Collins   Barnardo & Lucianus: Alan Coveney   Osric: Nicholas Gadd   Ghost: Andrew Hilton   
Laertes: Oliver Le Sueur   2nd Player & Fortinbras: Oliver Millingham   Marcellus & Priest: 
Jonathan Nibbs   Reynaldo & Sexton: Paul Nicholson   Polonius: Roland Oliver   Rosencrantz: 
Morgan Philpott   Gertrude: Francesca Ryan   Ophelia: Annabel Scholey   Claudius: Jay 
Villiers   Francisco, Captain & Ambassador: Alistair Wilkinson 

Director: Jonathan Miller   Designer: Chris Gylee   Lighting Designer: Tim Streader   Sound 
Designer: Elizabeth Purnell   Fight Director: Kate Waters  Production Manager: Tim Hughes  
Stage Managers: Jayne Byrom, Eleanor Dixon & Adam Moore   

‘the best and most thrilling production of this great play I’ve seen in years’ 
John Peter, The Sunday Times 

‘Jamie Ballard’s an exceptional talent: the most moving, sexy and sensitive young Hamlet I’ve 
seen since Jonathan Pryce at the Royal Court in 1980’ - Georgina Brown, The Mail on Sunday 

With three Hamlets behind him, Jonathan Miller worked at phenomenal and disconcerting 
speed, but after a bumpy first week or ten days the cast willingly threw in their lot with this 
charismatic director to produce a wildly applauded performance.  
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Francesca Ryan as Gertrude & Jamie Ballard as Hamlet  Photo © Graham Burke 

Jamie Ballard’s performance was included in Susannah Clapp’s ‘ten best Hamlets’ in The 
Observer and at the 2009 Ian Charleson Awards Oliver Le Sueur won a commendation for 
both his roles in the season - Lucentio in The Taming of the Shrew and Laertes in Hamlet. 

2009 - A Roman Season  
Recession hits the UK economy, but the company records another near-sellout season at 
97% overall. After the two plays at the Tobacco Factory we enjoy an autumn outing, a co-
production with the Bristol Old Vic of Uncle Vanya in the Theatre Royal. Holly Foulds has 
joined the team as Office Manager. 

During the course of the year the company contributes towards the Tobacco Factory 
Theatre’s new ventilation system - a gift of £3,000 and an interest-free loan of £10,000. 

Julius Caesar 

Caesar: Simon Armstrong   Murellus & Poet: Christopher Bianchi   Flavius & Lepidus: Paul 
Brendan   Carpenter, Ligarius & Messala: Peter Clifford   Caska: Alan Coveney   Decius Brutus 
& Titinius: Paul Currier   Servant: Craig Fuller   Metellus Cimber & Pindarus: Marc Geoffrey   
Servant & Young Cato: Sam Harris   Cassius: Clive Hayward   Lucius: Jim Hilton & Felix 
Lehane   Portia: Dani McCallum   Calphurnia: Catherine McKinnon  Soothsayer & Volumnius: 
Jonathan Nibbs   Cicero & Clitus: Paul Nicholson   Antony: Alun Raglan   Trebonius & Strato: 
Tom Sherman   Cinna & Lucilius: Dan Winter   Brutus: Leo Wringer 

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Lighting Designer: Tim Streader   
Composer & Sound Designer: Dan Jones   Fight Director: Peter Clifford  Production Manager: 
Joanna Cuthbert  Stage Managers: Jayne Byrom, Eleanor Dixon & Fiona Jane Coombe  

‘there is something about its speed and leanness that makes this production seem very modern, a 
parable for our own interventionist age … a racy, intelligent thriller shot through with a sardonic 
humour that constantly pricks at the stated ambitions of men and bursts the balloon of ideology’ 
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Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

History provided Shakespeare with many plots, but many problems in meeting 
conventional narrative demands. History was also dangerous. Caesar was not a crowned 
king, but his desire to become one was opposed by a republican tendency that had its 
counterpart in 1590s London - an anti-monarchist movement that would ultimately lead to 
the execution of a king. But he was also a hero of history, a great conqueror and founder of 
Empire, and a popular man of the people; all elements which belonged to the myth of 
Elizabeth so carefully constructed over five decades. 

  

Peter Clifford as Messala & Leo Wringer as Brutus  Photo © Graham Burke 

Where Shakespeare’s sympathies lie is difficult to determine, which might well have been 
deliberate on his part; but to highlight the contemporary parallels we costumed the play in 
the time of the civil war that erupted 40 years after he conceived his play.  

Antony & Cleopatra 

Enobarbus: Simon Armstrong   Agrippa: Christopher Bianchi   Cleopatra: Lucy Black   Lepidus 
& Dercetus: Paul Brendan      Iras: Nadia Clifford   Menas & Thidias: Alan Coveney   Alexas: 
Paul Currier   Canidius & Dolabella: Marc Geoffrey   Scarus: Clive Hayward   Mardian & 
Octavia: Dani McCallum   Charmian: Catherine McKinnon  Octavius: Byron Mondahl   
Soothsayer: Jonathan Nibbs   Maecenas & Clown: Paul Nicholson   Antony: Alun Raglan   
Pompey & Eros: Tom Sherman   Philotus: Dan Winter    

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Lighting Designer: Tim Streader   
Composer & Sound Designer: Elizabeth Purnell   Choreographer: Jonathan Howell  
Production Manager: Joanna Cuthbert  Stage Managers: Jayne Byrom, Eleanor Dixon & Fiona 
Jane Coombe 

‘keeps the audience rapt for three and a half hours … absolutely compelling. The lovers’ last 
scene together echoes the first, but this time her legs hug his bloody, dying form, reminding us 
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of the journey they, and we, have taken. It was messy and doomed, and yet, like this 
production, spirited and irresistible’ - Elisabeth Mahoney, The Guardian 

Lucy Black’s performance as the Queen is superb, charismatic. Not only does she revel in the 
outbursts, but she shows Cleopatra revelling in them, pretended rage segueing into real rage 

and out again’ -  Jeremy Kingston, The Times   

Alun Raglan as Antony & Lucy Black as Cleopatra  Photo © Graham Burke   

Susannah Clapp followed up Jeremy Kingston’s rave with ‘Lucy Black is a Cleopatra who is 
fierce enough to win The Apprentice, or murder her sister, and yet is full of a settled 
sadness’. This would be her last Shakespeare for the company, but she would soon rejoin 
us for The Misanthrope in our 2010 co-production with the Bristol Old Vic. 

Uncle Vanya  

Vanya: Simon Armstrong   Serebryakov: Ian Barritt   Astrov: Paul Currier   Sonya: Daisy 
Douglas  Maria: Avril Elgar   Telegin: David Plimmer   Yelena: Alys Thomas   Marina: 
Jacqueline Tong   Watchman: Dan Winter 

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Sound Designer: Dan Jones   Lighting 
Designers: Tim Streader & Tom Richmond  Production Manager: Chris Bagust  Stage 
Managers: Kellie Clare, Polly Meech, Eleanor Dixon & Diana Favell    

‘This truly is the most wonderful production …It’s a marvel of acting and direction to create 
such comedy along with such pain’ - Jeremy Kingston, The Times 

‘This must be one of the most confrontational Chekhov productions ever staged. Characters 
have the sweetness winnowed out of them’ - Susannah Clapp, The Observer 

‘Simon Armstrong’s Vanya is a born failure: he wades into suffering like a swimmer 
determined to drown … he seems to want people to see him suffer, and at the same time 

irritate them with his subservience’ -  John Peter, The Sunday Times 

Tipped off that Dick Penny, in charge of the Bristol Old Vic during its enforced closure, 
was looking for ‘product’ with which to ease the theatre gently back into life, I pitched 
Uncle Vanya, as an stf/BOV co-production to be staged in the theatre’s Paintshop, the huge 
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working space that lies alongside the Royal’s auditorium. Dick was excited by the idea, but 
after looking into the finance had to report that the access to the space was inadequate to 
permit sufficient audience to make the venture viable. Rather casually I suggested the 
Royal as an alternative and suddenly we had a deal.  

Alys Thomas as Yelena, Simon Armstrong as Vanya, Ian Barritt as Serebryakov and Daisy Douglas as 
Sonya  Photo © Graham Burke   

Against a great cyclorama, on which Tim Streader would project wonderfully changing 
skies Harriet de Winton designed a single planked ramp, needing only light, furniture and 
two skeletal, flown window pieces to take us from garden to music room, to drawing room 
and to office. 

And we were allowed to extend the theatre’s forestage to what was probably the original 
18th century plan, bringing the action within the embrace of the wonderful, horse-shoe 
shaped auditorium. 

Vanya in Galway 

The rewards of our venture with Chekhov and the BOV were not over. Quite out of the 
blue came another invitation: to take Uncle Vanya to the 2010 Galway Festival, to play for 
one week in the Festival’s main theatre venue. Both Avril Elgar and Jacqueline Tong had to 
drop out (to be replaced by Bonnie Hurren and Francesca Ryan) but otherwise the transfer 
was remarkably smooth. We were welcomed with great warmth and hospitality, inducted 
into the late-night use of the concealed back door into Hughes’s Bar, and the production 
played to full and appreciative houses. 

2010 - An ‘Art to Enchant’ Season   
The long-awaited ventilation system is installed in the Factory theatre and working well. To 
partner A Midsummer Night’s Dream I choose The Tempest. We have a second co-
production with the Bristol Old Vic, this time of Tony Harrison’s wonderful version of 
Molière’s The Misanthrope. The company wage is raised to £460pw. 

During the Factory season the company of actors and stage management meet with Chris 
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Ryde, Equity’s Organiser in the South West, to discuss our pay policy and my proposal that 
stf should apply to Equity for a formal, special agreement. The meeting’s conclusion is that 
we should continue as we are, with Equity’s informal approval. 

Neville Boundy retires from the Board of Directors and the lawyer, Kerrie Hunt, joins. Chris 
Donnelly and Graham Hodson begin an impressive and lasting series of Saturday morning 
workshops for local schoolchildren. 

A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
Demetrius: Benjamin Askew   Egeus & Starveling: Alan Coveney   Bottom: Chris Donnelly   
Flute: Byron Mondahl   Lysander: Jack Hardwick   Snout: Felix Hayes   Hermia: Ffion Jolly   
Quince: Jonathan Nibbs   Snug: David Plimmer   Helena: Rebecca Pownall   Hippolyta & 
Titania: Amy Rockson   Philostrate & Puck: Christopher Staines   Theseus & Oberon: Jay 
Villiers   1st fairy: Nadia Williams   2nd Fairy: Kay Zimmerman 

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Composer & Sound Designer: 
Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting Designer: Tim Streader   Choreographer: Kay Zimmerman  
Production Manager: Joanna Cuthbert  Stage Managers: Polly Meech, Eleanor Dixon & 
Rachel Isaacs  

‘a freshness, a boisterous energy, a tone of loving mockery and a sense of humour that ranges 
from biting to enchanting. It‘s a dream play about dreams and dreamers; and, at the end, like 
Caliban in The Tempest, you almost cry to dream again. … The performances are polished, 

with a tempo like music, and the actors play together with a sense of intimacy, like a chamber 
orchestra’  - John Peter, The Sunday Times 

‘This is a Dream that is wistful and sexy, with a wild pagan heart beating beneath its formal 
exterior. There are some blissfully funny moments, including a Snout who plays Wall with 
glorious anguish. The major players are spot-on, too, in an evening genuinely touched by 

magic’ - Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

 

Byron Mondahl as Flute, Chris Donnelly as Bottom & Amy Rockson as Titania Photo © Hide the Shark 

This was our second shot at this play and we played it with the kind of confidence that can 
come only with familiarity. It was thought too ‘dark’ for some (‘more a midsummer 
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nightmare’ said a student behind me on the preview night), but our image of the fairy 
world has become neutered and prettified over the centuries; to Shakespeare’s audience 
fairies were threatening, not benign. Here Oberon and Puck are benign, but only as a gift 
to Theseus and Hippolyta’s marriage. The light should shine out against the dark, as I 
believe it did. 

The Tempest 

Ferdinand: Benjamin Askew   Prospero: Ian Barritt   Antonio: Peter Clifford   Sebastian: Alan 
Coveney   Stephano: Chris Donnelly   Adrian: Jack Hardwick   Ship’s Master & Trinculo: 
Felix Hayes   Miranda: Ffion Jolly   Alonso & Juno: Jonathan Nibbs   Gonzalo: John Nicholas   
Boatswain & Ceres: David Plimmer   Ariel & Caliban: Christopher Staines   Sailors & Spirits: 
Craig Fuller, Nicholas Prasad & Jerome Thompson    

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Composer: John Telfer    Sound 
Designers: Dan Jones & Carlo Ippolito   Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham   
Choreographer: Kay Zimmerman  Zimmerman  Production Manager: Joanna Cuthbert  Stage 
Managers: Polly Meech, Eleanor Dixon & Rachel Isaacs    

‘Visual spectacle is limited to the wedding masque, in which the attendant spirits wear 
extravagant feathered headpieces, and to Ariel’s transformation, at the illusory feast where the 

treachery of Prospero’s usurpers is exposed, into a harpy with black wings and monstrous 
breasts. But in its economy and emotional nuance, this production quietly casts its spell’  

Sam Marlowe, The Times  

 ‘in this journey into Prospero's mind the tricksy and airy Ariel and the ‘poisonous’ 
earthbound Caliban, played by a single actor, are manifestations of the warring parts of 

Prospero himself. Prospero eventually reaches a point where he acknowledges the darkness 
inside himself’ - Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

 

Ian Barritt as Prospero & Ffion Jolly as Miranda   Photo © Graham Burke 

The Tempest was by far the greater challenge, and the more mixed result. Once read as 
early advocacy for European expansionism (Caliban’s sullen and brutish character bearing 
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the proof of the inferiority of tribal peoples), more recently post-colonial guilt has tended to 
see his island culture as one ravaged and degraded by the man bearing magic and books 
from Italy. Neither interpretation stands up to scrutiny. The greater drama is to be found 
within Prospero’s own personality, pursuing an almost universal Shakespearian theme of 
the conflict between mind and body; and the radical choice Dominic and I made, to 
double Caliban and Ariel as the two poles of Prospero’s psyche, followed from that. 

The comedy of the play has often been criticised, and one recent production scrapped 
most of Shakespeare’s text for some audience-participation buffoonery, but in fact the 
comedy is genuinely funny, tightly written and sharply thematic. Chris Donnelly as 
Stephano and Felix Hayes as Trinculo made a superb double-act, leading Christopher 
Staines’ Caliban as much of a dance as he was leading them.  

The Misanthrope 

Alceste: Simon Armstrong   Acaste: Matt Barber   Arsinoé: Lucy Black   Philinte: Philip Buck   
Eliante:Daisy Douglas  Waitress: Emily Glenister   Clitandre: Piers Hampton   Official & Dubois: 
John McGrellis   Oronte: Byron Mondahl   Célimène: Dorothea Myer-Bennett   

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Tom Rogers   Sound Designer: Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting 
Designer: Tim Streader  Production Manager: Mark Carey  Stage Managers: Polly Meech, 
Eleanor Dixon & Andy Guard 

‘an exquisite modern-day staging of Molière's biting comedy, aided by Tony Harrison's 
brilliant 1973 translation - updated to include references to Sarkozy, HRT, silicone implants 
and smartphones - and the Old Vic's return to the thrust stage, reaching right into the stalls’   

Elisabeth Mahoney, The Guardian 

  ‘a flawless piece of company acting. References to bloggers, emails and President Sarkozy suggest 
that Tony Harrison's glittering modern version of 1973 has been updated a little, but I bet Molière 

would have loved it’ - John Peter, The Sunday Times  

Dorothea Myer-Bennett as Celimene & Simon Armstrong as Alceste. Photo © Hide the Shark 

The Misanthrope came as a surprise package, after the sudden collapse of a plan that 
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Congreve’s The Way of the World should supply this second stf/BOV co-production. For a 
short run, of only three and a half weeks, no more than twelve paid actors could be 
afforded - and that was after I had pushed hard to get the figure up from ten. A number of 
current students from the Theatre School would have to complete the ensemble. The 
Theatre School was willing, but Equity was not - it would have been quite outside the 
Equity/TMA agreement. So as I was downing some fast food in Galway just before Vanya’s 
opening night there I got a call from Tom Morris asking that they announce an alternative 
at a press launch the following day. The Misanthrope had been floated some weeks before, 
but should it be the Tony Harrison version or the Martin Crimp? Hours later the BOV 
announced that The Misanthrope - version unspecified - would complete its autumn 
programme. 

Harrison’s version was very specifically located in 1966 - exactly three hundred years after 
the play’s première in Paris - and in the court of Charles de Gaulle, a particularly 
appropriate reimagining of the court of the Sun King. I leant strongly towards this text, but 
was concerned that by using it unchanged we would be tackling Molière’s play at two 
removes. I persuaded Tony that the new world of computers, the internet and the mobile 
phone could serve the play very well, it was relocated in 2010 and wonderful new 
couplets began to arrive on an almost daily basis from his home in Newcastle. 

2011 
After a second period of maternity leave Sophie Jerrold (General Manager) leaves us and 
we appoint Morag Massey in her place. The Director of the Tobacco Factory Arts Trust, Ali 
Robertson, proposes an amalgamation between our two companies. We politely decline, 
fearing that our priorities (large casts, equal pay) would become eroded and our identity 
lost. 

Richard II plays to 89% and The Comedy of Errors to 99%. 

Richard II 

Percy: Jack Bannell   Glendower & Exton: Paul Brendan   Bushy & Abbot: David Collins   
Northumberland: John Cording   Willoughby & Murderer: Alan Coveney Mowbray & Carlisle: 
Paul Currier   Scroope & Keeper: Doron Davidson   Servant: Craig Fuller   Richard: John 
Heffernan   Duchesses of Gloucester & York: Julia Hills   Queen: Ffion Jolly   Green, Gardener 
& Murderer: Gareth Kennerley   Lady: Kate Kordel   Aumerle: Oliver Millingham   Bagot: 
Richard Neale   York: Roland Oliver   Herald, Gardener & Groom: Roddy Peters   
Bullingbrooke: Matthew Thomas   Gaunt & Gardener: Benjamin Whitrow   Ross: Dan Winter 

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Composer & Sound Designer: 
Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham   Fight Director: Peter Clifford  
Production Manager: Chris Bagust  Stage Managers: Polly Meech, Eleanor Dixon & Andy 
Guard  

“the focus is on clarity and fluidity of the language, and it is once again a revelation”             
Elisabeth Mahoney, The Guardian 

“Andrew Hilton‘s finely tuned production of Richard II goes to the heart of Shakespeare‘s 
play, and proves yet again how hard it is to have a bad time at the Tobacco Factory, where a 

small space becomes the arena for an epic, and the only concept is the uncovering of the 
dramatist‘s words” - Susannah Clapp, The Observer 

This was our first ‘English history’ play, one I felt confident would stand on its own as a 
tragedy more than a chronicle play. Though we later learned that the prospect of it - 
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perhaps the fear that it would be hard to follow, or be one for the historically well-informed 
only - deterred a significant number of long-time stf supporters, it was extraordinarily well-
received. 

 

John Heffernan as Richard  Photo © Graham Burke       

‘John Heffernan plays Richard with sparkling intelligence and delicate feeling’ 
 John Peter, The Sunday Times 

This cannot have been unconnected with the fact that - like Hamlet - it is built around a 
great star part, one that John Heffernan inhabited superbly. 

Should we have followed this in 2012 with the two parts of Henry IV? Perhaps, but Peter 
Hall had directed them both in his 2011 season in Bath, a definite disincentive and we 
were also concerned that devoting a whole season to them would be too narrow a diet, 
particularly in the light of the slight resistance we saw to Richard II.  

The Comedy of Errors 

Captain & Pinch: Jack Bannell   Egeon & Balthasar: David Collins   Angelo: Alan Coveney   
Duke: Paul Currier   Pianist & Merchant: Doron Davidson   Officer: Craig Fuller   Abbess: 
Nicky Goldie   Luciana: Ffion Jolly   Dromio of Ephesus: Gareth Kennerley   Courtesan: Kate 
Kordel   Ginn: Sophie Whittaker   Adriana: Dorothea Myer-Bennett   Dromio of Syracuse: 
Richard Neale   Antipholus of Ephesus: Matthew Thomas   Antipholus of Syracuse: Dan 
Winter 

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Composer & Sound Designer: 
Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham   Fight Director: Peter Clifford  
Production Manager: Chris Bagust  Stage Managers: Polly Meech, Eleanor Dixon & Andy 
Guard  Musicians: Doron Davidson, Gina Griffiths & Esther Watkins 

‘at the heart of Shakespeare’s tale is a grieving family, separated painfully from one another by 
a disastrous, decades-old shipwreck. This version, with muted shades, simple set and 

eloquent delivery, presented these characters not as comic caricatures but as incomplete 
souls searching for wholeness, and the final, implausible reunion was as tender as it was 
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funny’ - Steve Wright, Venue  

‘a revelation. This early play is more than a comedy. Voltaire announced that Shakespeare 
was a barbarian because his tragedies had comic scenes; the great Gallic sage would have 

been appalled to see a shadow of fear hung over this improbable story  … unmissable’  
 John Peter, The Sunday Times  

Dan Winter as Antipholus of Syracuse & Ffion Jolly as Luciana   Photo © Hide the Shark 

Textual interventions - again by Dominic Power - extended to three songs and a new scene 
inserted as a continuation of Act 1 Scene 2. This provided an early introduction to both 
Antipholus of Ephesus and the Courtesan - in her case avoiding the need for a hurried and 
rather indigestible backstory in the second half of the play. It was a parallel solution to the 
parallel problem of Mariana’s late introduction in Measure for Measure.  

We brought the setting forward to the Edwardian period, which the play seemed to accept 
without a squeak; swordsticks replaced swords, and light linen suits and white cotton 
frocks evoked the warm Aegean climate. The result was enthusiastically received, largely 
for its attention to emotional truth as well as its sometimes farcical action.  

The Comedy of Errors in Exeter  

Immediately after the Tobacco Factory season the production transferred to the Northcott 
in Exeter. That theatre’s architects had in mind its possible use in-the-round when they 
designed the front rows of the fixed auditorium in a near semi-circle. The addition of 
seating units borrowed from the Royal Exchange’s touring set-up completed an almost 
regular hexagon. There were some acoustic difficulties, but the production sat very well on 
the open stage.  

Both John Heffernan and Ffion Jolly were nominated for the 2012 Ian Charleson Award - 
John for his King Richard, and Ffion for her Luciana. 
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2012 - A Peerless Pairing 
After twelve years I return to King Lear, and partner it with one of the greatest works of the 
modern theatre, The Cherry Orchard. We add a few performances of a Chekhov ‘short’ 
during the Cherry Orchard run and play a brief season at the Rose Theatre in Kingston.  

Lear plays to 99%, The Cherry Orchard to 83%. Stephanie Cole OBE and Sir Christopher 
Frayling become our first Honorary Patrons. 

King Lear 

Kent: Simon Armstrong   Fool: Christopher Bianchi   Oswald: Paul Brendan   Gloucester: 
Trevor Cooper   Albany: Alan Coveney   France & Doctor: Paul Currier   Knight, Curan & 
Captain: Piers Hampton   Goneril: Julia Hills   Scribe & Messenger: Danann McAleer   
Cornwall: Byron Mondahl   Regan: Dorothea Myer-Bennett   Knight: Benjamin O’Mahony   
Burgundy: John Sandeman   Lear: John Shrapnel   Edgar: Christopher Staines   Edmund: Jack 
Whitam   Cordelia: Eleanor Yates  

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham   
Composer & Sound Designer: Elizabeth Purnell   Fight Director: John Sandeman  Production 
Manager: Chris Bagust  Stage Managers: Polly Meech, Andy Guard & Rachel Isaacs 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trevor Cooper as Gloucester & John Shrapnel as Lear  Photo © Graham Burke         

‘the wheel has spun and the lauded company return to the play, with John Shrapnel as the 
rash king. There are no gimmicks here; instead, all that counts is the actors and their words  

… every word sounds as if it had been written yesterday’ - Jane Edwardes, The Sunday Times 

‘ensemble work in which every character shines’ … ‘John Shrapnel plays the twists and turns 
of an ego’s voyage into annihilation with sensitivity and a nuanced expressive range that 

makes the man’s descent into hell totally believable’ - Mark Kidel, The Arts Desk 

Again we set King Lear in the early Jacobean period, though as hierarchies began to fall 
away and chaos intervenes Harriet de Winton’s design introduced modern elements in 
both costume and props.  

A full account of John Shrapnel’s performance appears in Performing Lear by Jonathan 
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Croall.5 For John Campbell in What’s On Stage his was ‘an outstanding Lear ... the most 
moving I have seen since Richard Eyre’s production with Ian Holm.’ 

The Cherry Orchard 

Lopakhin: Simon Armstrong   Gaev: Christopher Bianchi   Yepikhodov: Paul Brendan   Passer-
by & Stationmaster: Paul Currier   Clerk: Andy Guard   Yasha: Piers Hampton   Ranevskaya: 
Julia Hills   Servant: Rachel Isaacs   Dunyasha: Gemma Lawrence   Varya: Dorothea Myer-
Bennett   Firs: Paul Nicholson   Simeonov-Pishchik: Roland Oliver   Trofimov: Benjamin 
O’Mahony   Charlotta: Saskia Portway   Anya: Eleanor Yates 

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Harriet de Winton   Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham   
Composer & Sound Designer: Elizabeth Purnell   Choreographer: Jonathan Howell  
Production Manager: Chris Bagust  Stage Managers: Polly Meech, Andy Guard & Rachel 
Isaacs  

‘This vivid, superlative production of Chekhov's last play, translated by Stephen Mulrine, 
embraces its comedy to underscore the tragedy and does so with an exquisite sense of 
balance. As always with Hilton's simply staged adaptations, it's all about the timeless 

brilliance of the writing taking centre stage, with performances to match’  
Elisabeth Mahoney - The Guardian 

‘the tiny expressions that flash across the actors' faces reveal so much of what the character 
cannot find the words to convey. Often they cannot find the necessary thoughts, either, 

which is Chekhov's theme in this play, as in his others: people do not know who they are and 
daren't find out’ - Jeremy Kingston, The Times 

Paul Nicholson as Firs, Julia Hills as Ranevskaya, Dorothea Myer-Bennett as Varya & Christopher 
Bianchi as Gaev. Photo © Hide the Shark 

Chekhov is both complement and counterpoint to Shakespeare; similarly reticent, in that 
he is chiefly interested in allowing his characters to live in all their rich ambiguity; a 
complete contrast, in the detail of everyday life lived at a very particular time, in a very 

 
5 Bloomsbury Arden Shakespeare 2015. 
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particular context. The resources are more circumscribed, the casting more particular, but 
the life of the plays seems to fill the space just as completely. 

The casts for both plays were without a weak link, and typical of our practice in that 
thirteen were ‘returnees’ and eight completely new to the company. It is always tempting 
to a director to cast from those s/he knows already - it speeds the grisly process of casting, 
and supposedly avoids risk - but a mixture of old and new had always seemed the best 
strategy for stf, for both company and audience.  

In May The Cherry Orchard transferred to the Rose Theatre in Kingston, an important 
experiment in that the Rose has a large open stage. We took nothing with us beyond  
costumes, carpets and furniture and set the Gaevs’ family home adrift in a sea of black and 
grey. Effectively so - the surrounding emptiness was seen as an effective metaphor by 
some, and we were able to make use of the 1st floor gallery that crosses the upstage wall of 
the building to good effect. But the main thing was that, despite the actors having to project 
their performances over a greater distance and to reconceive all the movement and the 
layout of the three settings, the true identity of the production remained intact; nothing 
coarsened, nothing lost. It was enormously encouraging as we looked to take our work to a 
wide variety of UK theatres in 2013 and beyond. 

On the Evils of Tobacco 

During the run of The Cherry Orchard, both in Bristol and Kingston, Paul Brendan (the 
luckless Yepikhodov in The Cherry Orchard) gave a number of superb performances of 
Chekhov’s dramatic monologue, On the Evils of Tobacco, a terrific piece which Chekhov 
worked on most of his life. With hardly a mention of tobacco, it’s a series of comic 
confessions by a hen-pecked and disappointed man who yet, in typically Chekhovian 
fashion, retains a remarkable zest for life. Stephen Mulrine, whose incomparable 
translation of The Cherry Orchard we chose, provided a new translation especially for the 
occasion.  

2013 
For a second time I pitch a great history play against an early comedy, and we embark on 
our first national tour.  

Kate Mansbridge has joined the team as Office & Education Supervisor.  

Richard III 

Brakenbury & Richmond: Jack Bannell   Prince Edward: Olly Bell or James Wearmouth   
Edward IV & Tyrrel: Christopher Bianchi   Friar & Lovell: Peter Clifford   Stanley: David 
Collins   Hastings: Alan Coveney   Buckingham: Paul Currier   Murderer & Blunt: Chris 
Donnelly   Clarence: Rupert Holliday Evans   Murderer & Ely: Marc Geoffrey   Duchess of 
York: Nicky Goldie   Grey: Piers Hampton   Catesby: Joe Hall   Elizabeth: Lisa Kay   Citizen 
& Sheriff: Andrew Macbean   Richard: John Mackay   Lady Anne: Dorothea Myer-Bennett   
Rivers: John Sandeman   Young York: Luke Zollman Thomas or Charlie Wilkinson    

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Harriet de Winton   Composer & Sound Designer: 
Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham   Fight Director: John Sandeman  
Production Manager: Chris Bagust  Stage Managers: Polly Meech, Kevin Smith & Rhiannon 
Rutley 
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‘This superb revival … is typically plain, uncluttered and well-spoken; but, for all its stark 
simplicity, it has an irresistible theatricality, as it explores how Richard stage-manages his way 
to power. Only when he finally gets there is he suddenly caught in the spotlight, behaving like 

a bashful actor being wildly applauded at a curtain call’ - Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

Richard III has survived in huge 
popularity and the title role has been a 
key one for leading actors from Richard 
Burbage to Antony Sher. But in rehearsal 
we felt we were dealing with a 
succession of marvellous scenes, rather 
than a tightly organised whole. 

Richard is the glue - the superglue - that 
holds the play together, and John Mackay 
brought to him the performance of his 
career. 

 ‘John Mackay’s Richard is constantly 
unsettling. He looks like an eel wrapped in 
velvet, but is as quizzically attentive as a 
falcon, his head slightly to one side sizing    
up the prey. He is not histrionic but more 
dangerous’ - Susannah Clapp, The Observer 

 

John Mackay  Photo © Mark Douet                      

 

Two Gentlemen of Verona 

Valentine: Jack Bannell   Milan: Peter Clifford   Eglamour: Alan Coveney   Turio: Paul Currier   
Launce: Chris Donnelly   Pantino & Outlaw: Thomas Frere   Speed: Marc Geoffrey   Lucetta: 
Nicky Goldie   Proteus: Piers Hampton  Silvia: Lisa Kay  Crab: Lollio   Julia: Dorothea Myer-
Bennett   Antonio & Outlaw: David Plimmer   Ursula & Outlaw: Eva Tausig  

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Composer: John Telfer   Lighting 
Designer: Matthew Graham  Production Manager: Chris Bagust  Stage Managers: Polly 
Meech, Will Treasure & Rhiannon Rutley  Musicians: Peter Clifford, Thomas Frere, David 
Plimmer & Eva Tausig  

“This play isn’t as deft as Twelfth Night, as enchanting as A Midsummer Night’s Dream or as 
dangerously seductive as The Tempest. But Hilton discovers in Two Gentlemen of Verona an 

unblinking portrait of love’s madness” - Elizabeth Davis, The Independent  

‘a superb evening of  theatre’ - Crysse Morrison, Plays International 

The Bristol run of Two Gentlemen was followed immediately by our first national tour. We 
played weeks in-the-round at Lancaster and Scarborough, and on more conventional stages 
in Cheltenham, Exeter and Winchester. It was an interesting artistic challenge to adapt the 
play to a new space in just a few short hours at the beginning of each week. Harriet de 
Winton provided what was effectively a touring design kit, from which we chose 
appropriate elements; a bandstand (the production began - like the later RSC one - with 
musicians playing for a café audience) and a tall and complete pillar (to lift the eye) for 
Cheltenham, Exeter and Winchester; broken down pillars (to provide focus and places to 
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sit) for Lancaster and Scarborough. 

Jack Bannell as Valentine & Piers Hampton as Proteus  Photo © Hide the Shark 

Just as much adaptation went on out of sight backstage: there were props tables and quick-
change areas to be set-up, and strategies to be worked out for communication around the 
theatres to allow for entrances through auditoria and onto balconies. Backstages are often a 
bewildering warren of passages, stairs and levels and occasionally a touring actor seeking 
to make a well-timed entrance upstage right has found himself instead in the foyer or the 
paintshop; happily we avoided any such crisis, and the adaptations seemed almost 
effortless on the actors’ parts. And a play we feared might not be quite robust enough for 
the bigger venues proved it could both survive and blossom in them.  

2014 - In Arcady 
At the Factory we perform in the space now redesigned by my brother-in-law, Giles Favell. 
There is comfortable seating and the sharply rectangular playing area is softened into a 
many-sided figure - almost a true theatre-in-the-round. Bristol City turns down our ‘Key Arts 
Provider’ funding request; we were considered to be insufficiently innovative, and scored 
‘weak’ on our contribution ‘to Bristol’s unique and vibrant identity’ - an extraordinary 
calumny, given our crucial role in the revival of the North Street area. 

Ali Robertson makes it clear that TFAT being credited as co-producer from 2015 is a 
condition of stf remaining at the Factory, TFAT needing a stronger production profile to lay 
claim to the enhanced public funding it so urgently requires. 

I programme our second As You Like It and our first post-war play, Tom Stoppard’s 
Arcadia. The government changes the rules regarding National Insurance payments by 
freelance actors and technicians (releasing the company from employers’ contributions) 
and we are able to raise the company wage by £20 to £480pw. 

On retiring from the Bristol Old Vic Theatre School, Sue Wilson retires from the Board. 
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As You Like It 

Charles & William: Peter Basham   Dukes Frederick & Senior: Christopher Bianchi   Corin: 
Alan Coveney   Jaques: Paul Currier   Audrey: Hannah Lee   Touchstone: Vic Llewellyn   
Celia: Daisy May   Rosalind: Dorothea Myer-Bennett   Adam: Paul Nicholson   Amiens: Offue 
Okegbe   Le Beau & Martext: Vincenzo Pellegrino   Oliver: Matthew Thomas   Silvius: Ben 
Tolley   Orlando: Jack Wharrier   Phebe: Sophie Whittaker    

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Composer: Elizabeth Purnell   
Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham   Wrestling & Choreography: Jonathan Howell  
Production Manager: Chris Bagust  Stage Managers: Kevin Smith, Caroline Steele & Kate 
Hilditch 

‘ an enchanting staging of this comedy, simultaneously a spoof and a celebration of a pastoral 
idyll … I've seen brasher, bigger productions of this play that never came close to the sense of 

discovery and joy that this offers’ - Dominic Maxwell, The Times 

This was our second As You Like It, this time transplanted happily to the 1930s. Dorothea 
Myer-Bennett’s Rosalind was widely admired (‘a tour de force’ for Michael Hasted in Stage 
Talk Magazine) and new-to-the-company Daisy May (Celia) was to receive a very well-
deserved nomination for the  2015 Ian Charleson Award. 

Daisy May as Celia & Dorothea Myer-Bennett as Rosalind  Photo © Mark Douet 

Just as we did with Two Gentlemen of Verona last year, we packed up at the Factory on a 
Saturday night in early May to open As You Like It many miles away the following 
Tuesday. This time our first venue was the Stephen Joseph Theatre, Scarborough, the only 
in-the-round stage on our itinerary. Thereafter we played on conventional stages - in 
Cheltenham, Truro, Winchester, Exeter and Salisbury. On these Harriet set the action 
against a gorgeous silk backdrop which echoed the colours and design of the floorcloth. It 
wasn’t stretched tight like a cyclorama, but hung in gently moving folds like a curtain, with 
sunlight and moonlight bleeding through it. 
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Arcadia 

Jellaby: Christopher Bianchi   Noakes: Alan Coveney   Brice: Paul Currier   Gus & Augustus: 
Tom England   Hannah: Polly Frame   Septimus: Piers Hampton   Thomasina: Hannah Lee   
Chloe: Daisy May   Lady Croom: Dorothea Myer-Bennett   Chater: Vincenzo Pellegrino   
Bernard: Matthew Thomas    Valentine: Jack Wharrier  

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Harriet de Winton   Composer: Dan Jones   Lighting 
Designer: Matthew Graham   Choreographer: Kay Zimmerman  Production Manager: Chris 
Bagust  Stage Managers: Kevin Smith, Rhiannon Rutley, Caroline Steele & Kate Hilditch 

‘The staging is in the round and close to the audience; 
arguments become intimate as the lighting softens to a 
mellow glow … The benefits are enormous. We see a 

warmth that quickens the heart of the action’ - 
Susannah Clapp, The Observer 

 ‘Hilton is more than a match for Stoppard’s dancing 
intelligence, but he finds a flaming warmth, too, 
particularly in a delicious central performance by 
Hannah Lee as Thomasina Coverly, an early 19th-

century teenage maths prodigy determined to find out 
all she can about the world’  
Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

Hannah Lee as Thomasina  Photo © Graham Burke            

Arcadia seemed to find its natural home on the in-
the-round stage and was one of the biggest hits 
we have ever had. For many people it is the 
modern play, intellectually challenging, endlessly 
surprising and ultimately moving. It certainly 

provoked many people to see it twice, and others to attempt to - only to find it sold out. 

Was there to be more modern work? We were aware that classic drama from across the 
centuries was far less available in Bristol than it had been a decade or two earlier and that 
our brief ought to reflect this. So we might be looking at the Restoration and Edwardian 
periods, for example, as well as at more living playwrights, and at classic American theatre. 

But our commitment to a strong diet would remain - plays that explore a rich humanity, 
complex language, exciting narrative and wide reference.  

The Conquering Hero  

In the autumn, working with the University of Bristol, and students from its Drama 
Department, as part of the Bristol Festival of Ideas, we presented a script-in-hand 
production of a remarkable play by Allan Monkhouse in the Reception Room in the Wills 
Memorial Building.  

Megson: Jack Bannell   Helen: Samantha Barron   Soldier: Peter Chicken or Tom 
Titherington   Romer: David Collins   Iredale & Prussian Officer: Paul Currier   Stephen: 
Edmund Digby-Jones   Dakin: Marc Geoffrey   Christopher: Piers Hampton   Lady Romer: 
Julia Hills   Footman: Paul Nicholson   Rokeby: Roland Oliver   Margaret: Saskia Portway 

Monkhouse [1858-1936] was an English playwright, critic, essayist and novelist. Along 
with Stanley Houghton and Harold Brighouse he wrote plays for Manchester’s Gaiety 
Theatre shortly after it was reopened by Annie Horniman in 1912, the trio forming what 
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would become known as ‘The Manchester School’ of realist dramatists. 

An anti-war play, The Conquering Hero was published and first performed in 1923 but is 
believed to have been written during the war itself, perhaps as early as 1915 when, had 
Monkhouse tried to get it staged, it would undoubtedly have been refused a licence.  

2015 
We begin co-production with our rebranded host venue, ‘Tobacco Factory Theatres’. We 
take the lead, and in all practical ways it is very much business as usual. Relations are 
nevertheless to deteriorate during the year and we begin to think seriously of looking for an 
alternative venue, feeling that we shall soon be edged out of the Factory. 

We appoint Polina Kalinina, as only our second ever Guest Director, to direct Romeo & 
Juliet. Polina is Russian-born, but was educated in Bristol before reading English at Oxford 
and training in directing at LAMDA. She casts a number of actors new to the company, 
including Paapa Essiedu, later to become the RSC’s first black Hamlet and a hot property 
on TV. Jenny Stephens, the new Artistic Director of the Bristol Old Vic Theatre School, joins 
the Board of Directors, and James Taljaard retires. Later in the year Russ Carr and Nicolas 
Young (the new Director of Circomedia) also join the Board, and Christopher Richards 
retires. 

I opt for a complete contrast for the second play, choosing Sheridan’s The School for 
Scandal, our first play from the eighteenth century. In the autumn, we co-produce again 
with TFT - this time TFT taking the lead - on a little known play by Brian Friel. 

Romeo & Juliet 

Prince: Alan Coveney   Friar: Paul Currier   Romeo: Paapa Essiedu   Tybalt: Craig Fuller   
Montague & Apothecary: Chris Garner   Balthasar: Joey Hickman   Mercutio: Oliver Hoare  
Capulet: Timothy Knightley   Gregory & Peter: Hannah Lee   Benvolio: Callum McIntyre   
Nurse: Sally Oliver   Lady Capulet: Fiona Sheehan   Juliet: Daisy Whalley   Samson & Paris: 
Jack Wharrier    

Director: Polina Kalinina   Associate Director: Alex Howarth   Designer: Emma Bailey   
Music & Sound Designer: Tom Mills    Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham   Fights & 
Choreography: Jonathan Howell  Production Manager: Nic Prior  Stage Managers: Kevin 
Smith, Rhiannon Rutley & Kate Hilditch 

‘Daisy Whalley’s tweenage Juliet practically glows with childhood innocence; Paapa Essiedu’s 
Romeo has the loping grace of a young tomcat ... This is a Verona permanently on the edge of 

violence, where playground rough-and-tumble can swiftly flip into something much more 
dangerous. The fight scenes are choreographed with such skidding physicality you fear for the 
safety of the front row … sometimes the production suffers from an overabundance of ideas. 

At its best, however, this is thrilling work’ - Andrew Dickson, The Guardian 

Polina’s production divided the audience, though not along altogether predictable lines. 
Many of the older generation found it too noisy and too violent, probably missed a 
Renaissance setting (Polina and her designer, Emma Bailey, set it in the 1960s) and perhaps 
took exception to Mercutio’s tattooed body and drug-fuelled energy; but there were others 
of the same age who were just as enthusiastic as our younger audience and fully endorsed 
Andrew Dickson’s Guardian review. For myself, though I had one or two reservations, I 
thought it the best production of the play I had seen. 
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Daisy Whalley as Juliet & Paapa Essiedu as Romeo  Photo © Craig Fuller 

In May, the production was the first of ours to play a week at the Neuss Shakespeare 
Festival in Germany. 

The School for Scandal by Richard Brinsley Sheridan 

Teazle: Christopher Bianchi   Rowley: Alan Coveney   Snake: Paul Currier   Joseph: Paapa 
Essiedu   Credit: Craig Fuller   Oliver: Chris Garner   Trip: Joey Hickman   Sneerwell: Julia 
Hills   Careless: Oliver Hoare   Maid: Hannah Jarvis (on attachment)   Maria: Hannah Lee   
William: Tom Manson (on attachment)   Sir Toby: Callum McIntyre   Backbite: Byron 
Mondahl   Candour: Fiona Sheehan   Maid: Charlie Smalley   Lady Teazle: Daisy Whalley  
Charles: Jack Wharrier   Crabtree: Benjamin Whitrow    

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Emma Bailey   Composer: Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting 
Designer: Matthew Graham  Production Manager: Nic Prior  Stage Managers: Kevin Smith, 
Caroline Steele & Kate Hilditch   

‘three hours plus of perfectly-pitched satire, played by an ensemble of actors who never put a 
foot wrong’ - Mark Kidel, The Arts Desk 

‘While Sheridan wrote of the mischievous chatter of 18th century London filling the columns 
of the broadsheet newspapers of the time, today we are at the mercy of a phone hacking 

culture and a twitterati hungry for tittle-tattle. Hilton has built an amusing bridge between the 
two ... This is the SATTF in top form, don’t miss it.’ - Simon Bishop, Stagetalk Magazine 

The School for Scandal stood in sharp contrast; a satire, certainly, but one with a warm 
heart and not entirely free from the eighteenth century tradition of sentimental comedy that 
Sheridan himself held in contempt. Dominic Power provided a new Prologue and 
Epilogue, which related the scandal-mongering of the play to our own celebrity obsessions, 
added a song for Maria, and substituted the new character of Credit, a Banker, for 
Sheridan’s distasteful caricature of the Jewish money-lender, Moses.  
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Byron Mondahl as Backbite, Fiona Sheehan as Candour & Benjamin Whitrow as Crabtree   

Photo © Craig Fuller 

The production saw Benjamin Whitrow’s return to the company (after his passionate Gaunt 
in Richard II) to play Crabtree. Best known for his Mr Bennet in the BBC’s Pride and 
Prejudice, he had also figured at the National Theatre, the RSC and in numerous films. This 
was to be the last stage performance of an acknowledged master of understated comedy. 
He died in 2017, aged 80.  

Living Quarters by Brian Friel 

Frank: Simon Armstrong   Sir: Christopher Bianchi   Ben: Craig Fuller   Miriam: Hayley 
Doherty   Father Tom: Joe Hall   Helen: Nina Logue  Anna: Rose O’Loughlin   Tina: Martha 
Seignior    Charlie: Eoin Slattery 

Lead Producer: Tobacco Factory Theatres   Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Angela Davies   
Sound Designer: Keegan Curran   Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham  Production Manager: 
Nic Prior  Stage Managers: Polly Meech, Sasha Phillips-Brown & Jen Sherlock  Assistant 
Director: Nel Crouch  

‘Friel works his inimitable magic on this compelling study of the intricacies of family life, 
presenting a re-working of the Greek myth of Hippolytus and his doomed love affair with his 

stepmother, Phaedra’ - Allison Vale, British Theatre Guide 

Ali Robertson invited me to direct one of the least known of Brian Friel’s plays for a three-
week run at the Factory in late September/early October. I had directed the belated UK 
professional premiere of this 1977 play for Show of Strength at the Hen & Chicken in 1991 
and this revival was the first in England since then.  

The play is set in one of Friel’s favourite locations, the fictional town of Ballybeg in County 
Donegal, and concerns another military family with a ‘conquering hero’; Commandant 
Butler has just returned from a tour of duty with the UN during which he has demonstrated 
outstanding bravery. The story is based on Euripides’ Hippolytus, with more than a glance 
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to Chekhov’s Three Sisters. The Butlers are a Dublin military family - father, son and three 
daughters - somewhat marooned in far-away Ballybeg. Just before being posted abroad the 
Commandant has married again, to a much younger woman who, in his absence, falls into 
the arms of his son, with ultimately tragic results.  

 
The Butler family: Craig Fuller, Hayley Doherty, Simon Armstrong, Rose O’Loughlin, Martha Seignior 

& Nina Logue. Photo © Camilla Adams         

It was particularly moving to be performing the play on 2nd October, the day Friel’s death 
was announced. He was undoubtedly one of Europe’s greatest post-war playwrights and it 
was a shame that the national press missed this second opportunity to be introduced to an 
unjustly neglected masterpiece. 

2016 - A Complete Ensemble 
A further ambition is achieved: I cross-cast two plays completely to make it economically 
possible to take them both on tour in the UK. There will also be European outings for each 
one. Eight years on from Jonathan Miller’s production of Hamlet, I direct it myself and 
choose All’s Well that Ends Well to partner it. The leading roles will be well distributed and 
there will also be the satisfaction once common in repertory of seeing actors taking on very 
different roles on adjoining nights. Paul Currier will play both King Claudius and the 
braggart Parolles, while Julia Hills will be a nervous and powerless Gertrude and the 
magnificently assured Countess Rossillion. 

The U.K. tour will take us again to Winchester, Lancaster, Scarborough and Exeter, and for 
the first time to Derby and Salford.  

Peter Lord CBE becomes our third Honorary Patron. Caroline Harrington steps down as 
Chair of the Board after serving eight years in that position, Russ Carr becoming interim 
Chair. 
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Hamlet 

Polonius: Ian Barritt   Ghost & 1st Player: Christopher Bianchi   Horatio: Alan Coveney   
Claudius: Paul Currier   Guildenstern: Craig Fuller   Reynaldo & Osric: Marc Geoffrey  Sexton: 
Nicky Goldie    Gertrude: Julia Hills   Rosencrantz: Joel Macey   Hamlet: Alan Mahon   
Laertes: Callum McIntyre   Ophelia: Isabella Marshall:   Marcellus, Priest: John Sandeman   
Barnardo, Lucianus, Fortinbras: Laurence Varda   Player, Gentlewoman: Eleanor Yates       

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Max Johns   Composer: Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting Designer: 
Matthew Graham   Fights: John Sandeman  Production Manager: Nic Prior  Stage Managers; 
Jennifer Hunter, Cassie Harrison & Charlie Smalley  

‘Alan Mahon’s Hamlet bristles with teen spirit, even before his father dies beset with the angst 
that goes with the territory of late adolescence … Isabella Marshall's descent into madness, 
“divided from her self”, sung as much as spoken, is at once terrifying, moving and wholly 

authentic’ - Mark Kidel The Arts Desk  

 

Alan Mahon as Hamlet & Isabella Marshall as 
Ophelia Photo © Mark Douet 

Largely as a result of Romeo & Juliet’s 
appearance last year at Germany’s Neuss 
Festival, we were invited to give a single 
performance of Hamlet at the Craiova 
Shakespeare Festival in Romania, a 
biennial event and one of the most 
important Shakespeare Festivals in Europe.  
The date was difficult - it fell in the 
penultimate week of our Factory season 
and required us to lose three performances 
of All’s Well that Ends Well - but the 
opportunity to build on our fledgling 
European reputation seemed too good to 
miss. The schedule was hectic, with a 
flight to Bucharest, followed by a five-hour 
coach journey to Craiova on the 
Wednesday, the first ever fit-up of our 
touring ‘box’ set followed by hurried 
rehearsal and the (wildly applauded) 
performance on the Thursday, and then 
the long journey home on the Friday. The 
company then gave two performances of 
All’s Well back in Bristol on the Saturday!  

All’s Well that Ends Well 

Lafew: Ian Barritt   King: Christopher Bianchi   Interpreter: Alan Coveney   Parolles: Paul 
Currier   Bertram: Craig Fuller   Lavatch: Marc Geoffrey  Widow: Nicky Goldie    Countess: 
Julia Hills   2nd Lord: Joel Macey   1st Dumaine: Alan Mahon   2nd Dumaine: Callum McIntyre   
Diana: Isabella Marshall   Florence: John Sandeman   1st Lord: Laurence Varda   Helena: 
Eleanor Yates       

Director: Andrew Hilton  Designer: Max Johns   Composer: Elizabeth Purnell   Lighting 
Designer: Matthew Graham  Production Manager: Nic Prior  Stage Managers: Jennifer 
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Hunter, Polly Meech & Charlie Smalley 

 ‘This is Shakespeare as master trickster, playing with narrative genres, the tricks of his 
characters matching the sleight of hand and suspension of disbelief displayed in a story that 
combines the simple manicheism and magic of fairy tale with the realities of gender politics, 
reflections on the inconstancy of human nature and the inifinite and sometimes deceptive 

malleability of language. This production juggles these disparate elements … with a lightness 
of touch that is at times breathtakingly magical’ - Mark Kidel, The Arts Desk 

Craig Fuller as Bertram  Photo © Mark 
Douet 

The text of All’s Well that Ends Well 
exists only in the Folio and most 
editors accept that it’s in an 
unsatisfactory, or unfinished state. 
The language is peculiarly difficult, 
the plotting around the Italian wars 
bewildering; there’s a fairly 
unfunny, quibbling fool, Lavatch, 
who seems to have little function 
other than to populate the Countess 
Rossillion’s court almost single-
handed; and the central male 
character, Bertram, has been felt to 
be so unsympathetic as to render 
the whole experience unrewarding. 
The dénouement - when Bertram 
gladly accepts his arranged marriage 
and is embraced by the wife who 
some would say has entrapped him, 
seems incredible, and is felt to be 
rushed and forced and I had stepped 
back from programming the play at 
least twice before. But it has its 
marvels - not least three fine parts 
for women (the Countess, Helena 

and Diana) and a great comic role in Parolles - all to be beautifully performed here.  

Dominic Power, in his most extensive intervention to date, reimagined Lavatch as 
Bertram’s music and dancing master, a man who himself harbours a passion for Bertram, 
bringing another layer to the play’s theme of unrequited love.  

All’s Well also enjoyed a European outing, with our return to the Neuss Festival for our last 
three performances of the tour and the season. We arrived in Germany on the day of the 
Brexit referendum and gave our first performance a matter of hours after the result was 
declared. The whole company (there might have been one exception) was shocked and 
rather cast down by the vote - in the curtain call holding up hastily printed EU flags - but 
spirits were restored by the generous and enthusiastic response from the 500-strong sellout 
audiences.  
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2017 - To London Again 
Ali Roberston leaves the Tobacco Factory to run the Kneehigh company and his Deputy, 
Lauren Scholey, becomes Executive Director, while Mike Tweddle arrives as AD. They 
continue to raise funds to reconfigure the 1st Floor of the Factory to accommodate a small 
studio theatre to replace the Brewery Studio. The designer for this is again Giles Favell. 
Hannah Collins joins Morag in the stf office as maternity cover for Kate Mansbridge. My 
retirement as Artistic Director at the end of July is announced. There is a major change in 
Board personnel: Mick Escott, Diana Favell and Caroline Harrington retire, and Louis 
McKenzie, Sarah Robertson and Andrew Wray join. Kerrie Hunt is elected as Chair. 

In August we hand over a third tranche of our archive to the University of Bristol’s Theatre 
Collection. 

Again we looked to a guest director to take charge of the Shakespeare and so asked a small 
number of contenders to pitch the play they would really like to do. Richard Twyman, 
newly appointed Artistic Director of English Touring Theatre, was keen to look at Othello 
with an emphasis on the central character’s Moorish and Muslim background. He had also 
spotted two young actors at RADA - Abraham Popoola and Norah Lopez Holden - who 
would make a fine cross-cultural couple as Othello and Desdemona. Again, I took a break 
from Shakespeare, introducing a new version of Molière’s Tartuffe.  

Othello 

Montano: Ghazwan Alsafadi   Venice & Gratiano: Christopher Bianchi   Brabantio: Alan 
Coveney   Cassio: Piers Hampton   Desdemona: Norah Lopez Holden   Bianca: Hayat 
Kamille   Iago: Mark Lockyer   Roderigo: Brian Lonsdale   Senator & Soldier: Joel Macey   
Othello: Abraham Popoola   Senator & Soldier: Zachary Powell   Lodovico: John Sandeman   
Emilia: Katy Stephens   Senator & Soldier: Kenton Thomas 

Director: Richard Twyman   Designer: Georgia Lowe   Composer & Sound Designer: Giles 
Thomas   Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham   Movement: Renaud Wiser   Fight Director: 
John Sandeman  Production Manager: Nic Prior  Stage Managers: Kevin Smith, Cassie 
Harrison & Meg Hastings 

 Norah Lopez Holden & Abraham Popoola. Photo © The Other Richard  
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 ‘this thrilling production ... newcomers Abraham Popoola and Norah Lopez Holden are 
outstanding as the doomed lovers: she as open and joyful as a bubbling brook; he only able 

to express his true nature under cover of darkness in the marriage bed’ 
Lyn Gardner, The Guardian 

‘a rich night of theatre with an ending that even after 400 years blindsides you and argues 
persuasively that Othello may be Shakespeare’s greatest tragedy’ 

Kris Hallett, What’s On Stage 

Othello deservedly received many such responses and after the run of Tartuffe was revived 
for a week at the Exeter Northcott, then a three-week run at Wilton’s Music Hall in 
London, our first London showing since the Barbican season in 2004. The production 
finally rounded off the season with a third very successful visit to the Neuss Shakespeare 
Festival in Germany. But it was then to have a second life in 2019, when, in co-production 
with English Touring Theatre and the Oxford Playhouse it enjoyed an international tour, 
including dates in Dubai and Shanghai. Abraham Popoola was to win The 2017 Stage 
Debut Award for Best Actor in a Play. 

Tartuffe 

Christopher Bianchi as Charles & Anna Elijasz as Danuta  Photo © Craig Fuller 

Charles: Christopher Bianchi   Clem: Philip Buck   Des: Alan Coveney   Danuta: Anna Elijasz   
Pamela: Tina Gray   Daniel: Joel Macey   Melissa: Daisy May   Tartuffe: Mark Meadows   
Emma: Saskia Portway   Val: Kenton Thomas    

Director: Andrew Hilton   Designer: Sarah Warren   Composer: John Telfer   Lighting 
Designer: Matthew Graham  Production Manager: Nic Prior  Stage Managers: Kevin Smith, 
Samantha Mallinson & Meg Hastings      

‘a rip-roaring night of comedy that turns the oft-accused ‘too international’ Molière into a 
British political satirist … a playful, creative and fun work that remains respectful but not in 

thrall to the original, filled with rhyming couplets and complete with as much wit as Coward 
in his pomp’ - Kris Hallett, The Reviews Hub  
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Dominic Power and I produced a new, rhyming verse, version of Molière’s most famous 
play, based in the modern world, with Tartuffe changed from a bogus religious zealot into 
a bogus political guru. This conman claims to have pulled himself up by his bootstraps to 
become an outstanding business success and the messiah of a ‘new way’ which, to all but 
his victim, the credulous Charles Ogden, smacks of the new right - and just a little of 
Donald Trump. The play also touched on Brexit and European immigration - Molière’s 
maid, Dorine, becoming a Polish astrophysics Phd working as a live-in housekeeper - and 
was very much a Tartuffe for 2017. 

The published text is available from Amazon. 

2018 
Shortly after the announcement of my retirement Lauren Scholey and Mike Tweddle 
informed us that from 2018 Tobacco Factory Theatres would take over the twelve-week 
spring season, offering stf only a short, four-week slot in the early autumn in its place. In 
the months that followed, TFT would programme an ensemble season of Macbeth and The 
View from the Bridge in a clear appropriation of stf’s long-established practice. A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream and Our Country’s Good would follow in the spring of 2019, 
both the Shakespeares featuring significantly smaller casts than had been our practice. 

Though not entirely unexpected - we had never had a long-term, contractual hold on the 
spring slot, and TFT had every right to capitalise on what is one of the best periods in the 
year - this was a crisis for us, the spring season being the economic foundation of our 
unsubsidised work. Twelve-week seasons at the Factory had made our venture economic; 
a four-week one could not. As a result, Morag, now made Executive Director, would have 
to look to touring for the company’s salvation. But she would have to work virtually single-
handed; though she was soon to appoint Elizabeth Freestone as an Associate Director there 
could be no new, full-time Artistic Director to replace me, and no help in the office, as 
Hannah Collins’ position had also to be made redundant.  

For 2018 Morag secured a five-week season for Elizabeth Freestone’s production of Henry 
V at the 126-seater Ustinov Theatre in Bath for June/July, to be followed by the four weeks 
at the Tobacco Factory in September/October and then a five week U.K. tour to 
Scarborough, Lancaster, Malvern, Bury St Edmunds and Exeter - the whole thing kicking off 
with the company’s fourth appearance at the Neuss Shakespeare Festival in Germany. 

Henry V 

Bardolph/Williams/Macmorris: Rosie Armstrong   Exeter: Alice Barclay   Mistress 
Quickly/Gower: Melody Brown   Charles/Canterbury/Westmorland: Alan Coveney   Pistol: 

Chris Donnelly   York /Bourbon: Luke Grant   Katharine: Heledd Gwynn   Henry V: Ben 

Hall   Chorus/Burgundy: Joanne Howarth   Boy /Ely: Corey Montague-Sholay   
Fluellen/Cambridge and as cast: David Osmond   Nym/Orleans/Jamy: Zachary Powell   
Montjoy: Amy Rockson 

Director: Elizabeth Freestone   Designer: Lily Arnold   Composer & Sound Designer: Giles 
Thomas   Lighting Designer: Matthew Graham   Movement Director: Lucy Cullingford   Fight 
Director: John Sandeman   Assistant Director: Natasha Hyman   Script Consultant: Dominic 
Power    Production Manager: Nic Prior   Company & Stage Manager: Rosie Giarratana  
Deputy Stage Manager: Cassie Harrison   Assistant Stage Manager: Charlie Smalley 
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‘A fine, deeply thoughtful production, which raises the question of what war does to its 
victors as much as to its victims. Strong performances across the impressive ensemble cast’ - 

Natalie Haynes, The Guardian 

‘with a drum-tight ensemble, it’s a deft and timely portrayal of a divided nation forced to rally 
behind an uncertain leader… moment after moment pierces and startles’                           

Sam Marlowe, The Times 

‘The most intelligent, compelling and pertinent Shakespeare production I have seen for some 
time. A real accomplishment’ - Patricia Nicol, The Sunday Times 

Heledd Gwynn as Katharine & Ben Hall as Henry Photo © Craig Fuller 

Elizabeth Freestone looks to achieve a 50/50 gender balance in her productions and this 
one, which was extremely well received, saw the company’s first substantial experiment 
with cross-gender casting; as well as Joanne Howarth’s Chorus (a role traditionally taken by 
a man) the roles of Exeter, Bardolph, Williams, Macmorris, Burgundy and Montjoy were all 
played by female members of the cast.  

Elizabeth Freestone said this about the production: ‘I’m so pleased to be digging in to this 
rich and exciting play. I’m particularly interested in how Shakespeare includes the whole of 
society on the Agincourt battlefield – kings, captains, soldiers and civilians – all given equal 
voice about these important issues. The questions Shakespeare raises about leadership and 
national identity are at the forefront of all our minds; it feels a good moment to interrogate 
those ideas.’   

2019 
2019 sees stf’s 20th performing year, and its 40th production. Elizabeth Freestone returns 
to direct Much Ado About Nothing for the four weeks at the Factory and a return visit to 
Wilton’s Music Hall. Elizabeth agrees to direct The Tempest in 2020. 

Last year’s appeal for funds in response to the loss of the spring season in Bristol had raised 
over £7,000 of our £20,000 target. The appeal continues into 2020. 
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At the Factory on the 23rd September, following Elizabeth’s Much Ado about Nothing 
Director’s Talk, we celebrated this great milestone in the company’s history with an 
evening of scenes and songs I compiled from past productions. A great cast of Jamie 
Ballard (on his one free evening from starring in Harry Potter in the West End), Lucy Black, 
Paul Brendan, Julia Hills (on her one free evening from the tour of Calendar Girls, the 
Musical), John Mackay, Dorothea Myer-Bennett and Jonathan Nibbs, with music supplied 
by Elizabeth Purnell and John Telfer, brought back memories of Measure for Measure, The 
Misanthrope, As You Like It, Hamlet, All’s Well that Ends Well, Twelfth Night, The Comedy 
of Errors and Chekhov’s On the Evils of Tobacco. 

Much Ado About Nothing 

Ursula: Alice Barclay   Leonato: Christopher Bianchi    Hero/Verges: Hannah 
Bristow    Don Jon/Sexton: Georgia Frost   Benedick: Geoffrey Lumb  Margaret: 
Bethan Mary-James   Claudio/Oatcake: Imran Momen   Beatrice: Dorothea Myer-
Bennett   Dogberry: Louise Mai Newberry   Borachio/Friar: Alex Wilson  Don Pedro/ 
Seacole: Zachary Powell  

Director: Elizabeth Freestone   Designer: Jean Chan   Composer and Sound Designer: 
Chris Warner   Lighting Designer: Nic Farman    Movement Director: Maria Clarke 

Production Manager: Nic Prior  CSM on the book: Cassie Harrison  ASMs: Tasha 
Outen & Matthew Miles 

    Dorothea Myer-Bennett as Beatrice. Photo © Mark Douet 

‘Freestone and her cast take this ever-strange mix of comedy and pain, emotional 
jousting and emotional torture, somewhere touching as well as teasing.’         

Dominic Maxwell, The Times 

‘Elizabeth Freestone’s vigorous production ensures the language feels like office 
banter… robust and enjoyable.’ - Patrick Marmion, The Daily Mail 

‘Shakespeare at the Tobacco Factory’s reputation for clear and compelling 
storytelling lives on … this dynamic yet thoughtful and nuanced interpretation treads 

the fine line between comedy and tragedy with consummate ease.’  
Claire Hayes, British Theatre Guide 
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The production saw the company again achieve a gender balance, Georgia Frost playing 
the villainous Don John, Louise Mai Newberry playing Dogberry, and Alice Barclay 
playing Leonato’s sister, Ursula, in place of his brother, Antonio. Of the play itself, 
Elizabeth remarked:  ‘Much Ado About Nothing is an interesting follow-on from Henry V in 
some ways, telling the story of soldiers coming home from conflict and finding how to 
adjust to civilian life. It also feels very fitting for today, exploring deception and self-
deception, looking at the roles we play in order to fit in. And ultimately, with its playful riffs 
and vibrant characters, it is a joyful celebration of love and language, the perfect way to 
mark stf‘s magnificent milestone.’  

 

Postscript 2021 

Much Ado About Nothing was to be stf’s last production. At a meeting of Members of the 
Charity on the 13th of October 2021 the Board of Trustees presented its decision that the 
company should cease production and lie dormant, and it was formally ratified.  

The corona pandemic had hit theatres very hard, in our case causing the cancellation of 
the planned 2020 production of The Tempest, and undermining Morag Massey’s heroic 
attempts to sustain stf into the future. But the defining factor had been the loss in 2018 of 
the long spring season in the Tobacco Factory. 2018 and 2019 had seen two fine 
productions and found new audiences, but the touring dates had not contributed 
significantly to pre-production costs, and so failed to meet the company’s financial need. 
The writing was on the wall. 

More positively, it was decided that a number of Trustees would remain in place to oversee 
the use of the company’s remaining assets - predicted to be in the region of £70,000 - as a 
small annual bursary to help fund young actors and others in the theatre arts struggling to 
pay for their training. 

I and all involved with the company remain extremely proud of its achievement over two 
decades: the audiences it has delighted, the new enthusiasts for Shakespeare it has won, 
and the part it has played in the revival of Bedminster and Southville - notable legacies in 
the human spirit and imagination, and in hard economic fact.  

Andrew Hilton  
January 2022 
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Shakespeare at the Tobacco Factory Contributors 

Founders 

of the original commercial 
company: 
Michael & Janet Andrews    
Trevor & Pamela Barnes  
Neville  Boundy  
Robert  Brown 
Mark Buffery 
June  Burrough  
Willie & Isabel Cameron 
John Chapman    
Heather  Charles  
Stephanie  Cole  
David  Collins  
Joyce Collins 
Betty  Cook  
Isabel Courtenay  
Doris  Dibden  
Mick  Escott 
Harry Espiner  
Caroline  Harrington  
Andrew & Diana Hilton 
Judith & Tim Jones   
Chris  Maple  
Russell  Matcham  
Mary  Middlemiss  
Nicola & Roger Mortimer    
Martin & Marian Moyes 
Jane & David Neilson    
Paul  Nicholson  
Roland  Oliver 
Helen  Palmer 
Dominic Power 
Kenneth Reid 
Christopher & Catherine 
Richards  
Anne  Rickword  
Christina  Shewell  
Jack  Slater   
Stuart & Jeanie Smith  
Paula  Spielman  
Sophie  Thompson  
Paula & James Wilson  
Ann  Wilson  
Alan & Hilary Yates  
Ann  Zwemmer 

 

 

 

 

Costume Supervision 

Corina Bona 
Tomasin Cuthbert 
Jennie Falconer 
Rosalind Marshall 
Angie Parker   
Jane Tooze 
Bianca Ward 

Wardrobe Supervision & 
Maintenance 

Alix Abram 
Victoria Aylwin 
Miri Birch 
Sophie Borton 
Charlie Elmont 
Lynn Foster 
Francine Gyll 
Jessica Hardy 
Jacqui Jones 
Lauren Macaulay 
Sian Samuels 
Catherine Sweet 
Kim Winter   

Additional Stage 
Management    

Jeremy Costello 
Dan Edney  
Joanna Espiner 
Wesley Morgan 
Josh Rendell  
Matt Roper  
Greg Skipworth 

Additional Administration 

Lorraine Bater  
Janice Claxton  
Emily Clarke   
Jo Helps   
Ben Michael   
Christine Moore   
Alison Stevenson   
Amy Wilson   

 

 

 

 

 

 

University of Bristol 
Attachments 

Rozzy Adams 
Rosy Banham 
Sarah Barratt 
Jonathan Bower 
Peter Chicken 
Hannah de Ville 
Emma Earle 
Mae-Li Evans 
Nicholas Finegan 
Holly Foulds 
Nadia Giscir 
Mathilde Hirth    
Christopher Hogben 
Sophie Howard 
Cameron Howells 
Emma Jarvis 
Richard Jones 
David Kelly 
Kate Lamb 
Harriet Layhe 
Tom Manson 
Zoe Megins 
Holly McKinlay 
Lucinda McLean-Bibby 
India Millar 
Alexander Mincks 
Charlie Parker 
Nicholas Prasad 
John Rolph 
Luke Sheppard 
Phoebe Simmonds 
Jerome Thompson 
Tom Titherington 

Bristol Old Vic Theatre 
School Attachments 

Alexander Clarkson 
Hannah Drake 
Lars Gathe 
Emmanuel Ighodaro 
Chris Loveless 
Iain MacDonald 
Ian Stopford 
Bennett Thorpe 
Edward Stambollouian 
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Theatre Managers 
(Volunteers) 

Alex Duncan 
Ed Field 
Julie Parker 
Angie Reid 
Alison Stevenson 
Cathy Xuereb 

Volunteers 

Janet Adams 
Philip & Jane Barker 
Huw Allan 
Thea Bailey 
Cath Baker 
Patti Ballinger 
Bob Beale 
Lou Beale 
Jennifer Beckingsale 
Jo Boissevain 
Neville Boundy 
Mandi Boyd-Mclaughlin 
Jennie Bretell 
Anna Brickman 
Janet Brinand 
Paul Brooks 
Angus Brown 
Don Brown 
Laurinda Brown 
Sarah Brown 
Ben Carruthers 
Susan Carter 
Isobel Case-Punter 
Penny Chandler 
Philomena Chandler 
Rachel Clark 
Marie Clifford 
Caroline Coleman 
Alice Coles 
James, Mary, Harriet & 
John Collett 
Ross Combes 
Angela Cooper 
Daphne Costello 
Linda Davies 
Liz Dawson Cocks 
Neil Deamer 
Jessica Dias 
George & Sue Dibdin 
Douglas Dunn 
Debbie Durnell 
 
 
 

Helen Edwards 
Michael Edwards 
Hannah England 
Charlotte Espiner 
Joanna Espiner   
Chris Evans 
Danny Friel 
Di Gale 
Maureen Glyn 
Ruth Goodman 
Leela Grant  
Stuart Grant 
Mary Grant 
Marilyn Green 
Liz Griffiths 
Jonathan Gunning 
Jenny Hal 
Lydia Harman 
Jo Hibbert 
Wiesje Hockey 
Heidi & Kevin Hollis 
Jane Hunt 
Sheena Hurne 
Simon Inch 
Elizabeth Jackson 
Lesley Kaplan 
Esther Kissane 
Jessica Lawrence 
Jak Lee 
Angela Lemoine 
Sue Lucas 
Mike Luker 
Judy Malone 
Rosalind Marshall 
Meg Mayhew 
Juliet McCarthy    
Jim McKerron 
Linda Mears 
Polly Meech 
Mike & Norma Meechem 
Barry Moore 
Christine Moore 
Dorette Morgan 
Susan Morris 
Stasia Moss 
Duncan Neagle 
Julie Nicholson 
Stephen Pill 
Dave & Annet Portlock 
Caroline Portway 
Jackie Powell 
 
 
 

Ed Reed 
Ness Reid 
Russell Richards 
Clive Ross 
Alan Routledge 
Bridget & Chris Rylance 
Judith Saville 
Sue Sealy 
Gordon & Sue Scott 
Geoff Sluggett 
Trevor Smart 
Fleur Smith 
Jo Standing 
Judith Storr 
Treby Swingler 
Dorothy Stubbs 
Pat Taylor 
Adrian Thomas  
Helen Thomas  
Julian Thomas 
Molly Thompson 
Pattie Thornley 
Nikki Turner 
Pauline Underwood 
Mark Vaughan 
Jenny Wade 
Alexander & Francesca Waite 
Tim & Annemieke Waite 
Elske Waite 
Cassy Walkling 
Nirvana Warner 
Andrew Wray 
Margaret Youngs 
Sky Young 
Kay Zimmerman 

Financial Support 

The company has been 
fortunate to receive 
grants from the 
following: 

The Bristol Old Vic Theatre School 
The English Speaking Union 
The Ernest Cook Trust 
The Esmee Fairbairn Foundation 
The Fenton Arts Trust 
The Foyle Foundation 
The Garfield Weston Foundation 
The Garrick Charitable Trust 
The Gibbs Charitable Trust 
The Golsoncott Foundation 
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The Nisbet Trust 
The Morel Trust 
The Rayne Foundation 
The Thistle Trust 

and from individual 
Patrons & Benefactors: 

Gareth Aicken 
Neville Boundy 
Anna Brickman 
Laurinda Brown 
Russ & Linda Carr 
Pamela Cooke 
Angela Cooper 
Anna de Winton 
Mick Escott 
Margaret Glasow 
Ros & Alan Haig 
Caroline Harrington 
Rosemary Hatherley 
Julian Hemming 
Estate of Bonnie Hurren 
Simon Inch 
Peter & Karen Lord 
Martin & Marian Moyes 
John & Alice Mary Prior 
Michael Richardson 
Tony Robinson 

Effie & Michael Romain 
Christopher & Margot Sampson      
Rosamund Shelley 
Catherine Shuckburgh 
Steve Smith & Judith Storr 
David Speller 
Paula Spielman 
Peggy Stembridge 
Julian Thomas 
Dr Ian Thorn 
Sir James Tidmarsh 
Charles & Mary Ward 
Suzanne Ware 
Gail Watson 
Benjamin Whitrow 
William Golding Ltd - 
    Judy Carver 

and from others who 
have wished to remain 
anonymous 

stf Friends 

The company also 
benefitted from the 
subscriptions of an ever-
growing body of Friends, 
too numerous to list here 

Commercial Sponsors 

Baker Tilly Accountants 
Barclays Bank 
Brian Wogan 
Bridge Foundation 
Bristol China Company 
Budokan 
City Inn  
Computershare 
Dac Beachcroft LLP  
Double Tree by Hilton  
Doveton Press 
Hallgarten Wines 
Hilton Garden Inn 
John Lewis Partnership 
Lloyds TSB Foundation  
Media Works 
Multilingual Matters 
Orange 
Osborne Clark 
Rolls-Royce plc 
Sinai Productions 
Stage Electrics 
Teoh’s 
Thrings Solicitors 
TLT Solicitors 
Wessex Water

 
 

My apologies for any unintended omissions from these lists. 

 

 


